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A }IICROCOMPUTER PAUSEMETEN FOR LINCÜISTS

Jönsson G, Mandersson B and Sigurd B

IN TRODUCT ION

The exlstenee of pauses at certain points of utterances has

long been noted. So¡ne references fron bhe latest decades are

the followin8: Lounsbury (1954), Goldnan-8i81€r (1958)'
Boomer (1965)' Gårdlng (1967), Beatble (19?9)' curnent
interest in speech producLion has focused on pauses as fhey
seet! t'o be ir0portanL clues bo speech planning actfvlties' 3ee

e I But¿ernorth ('1980), Kempen and Hoenkaûp (1982)' Pause

behaviour in slEultaneous interpretablon has been studled by

e g Goldnan-Eisler (1972)' Barj-k (19?3) and váE1ing (1982)'
The rel.aLlon between pauses and anxiety is treated by Cook

(1969). DLfferencea in pause behaviour between nen and ttonen

are treated bY Elnarsson (19?B).

Measuring pauses and speech segnents by hand on spectograns'
oscllloBrans or their digital equivalents gives detailed
information aboub the speecÌt signal. But it is tiBe-consuming
and requires Sood training in phonetics. Many lingulsts would

welcome an autonalic pauseneter as a sinple tool for
determining the pause characlerisLics of utterances. An

autonatic pauseøeter may process the spèech siSnaI and display
or prÍnt diegrams ênd tables showing !he durations of pauses

and speech segnents'

Autonabic pause measuring equlpmen¡ developed in recent years

is Dentloned by e g Barik (1973), Beattie (1979). It has not'
however, been discussed rnuch among linguists and phoneticians



to r¡hoE such instruments should be of great interes¡,
Autonatic pause¡!eters do not belong to the stendard equipmen!
of Iinguistie or phonebic laboratories, although Lheir
potential for speech research is very pronising.

the purpose of this paper is to describe a siEple aulonatic
pausene¿er whicb can be built eE errl¡ depar¡nen¿ where a

nicnocompuLer and some sbandard electronÍc conponents are
availabl-e. The pausemeber Lo be presented exists in two
versions: One ( 1 ) i.s a display (reaI tine) version which
shows the duratÍon of bhe pauses or apeech segmenbs as you
produce then.

The other (2) is a nore exac¡
tine rialues for subsequent
displays and prfnt-outs. This
the duraflon of ell pauses and
averagè durabions and sbandard
dlagrams,

version t'hat stores neasured
use for varlous conputatj-ons,
second version prlnts tables of
speech segnents, coEpu¡es Lhelr
devlations and pIo¿s varlous

The hardrrare has been developed by Jönsson, bhe prograns (in
Basic) hevè been wrltten by Sigurd and Mandersson has assisted
in the conception and deslgn of the systen. Sigurd has
$rit¿en the body of thls paper. Jönsson and Mendersaon have
nrlbten Lhe description of the pause-speech decision unlt and
cont,ributed to the discusslon of the probleDs of
distinguishing pauses 1n speech.

PAUSES AND SPEECH SEGMENTS

To bhe diseourse enalysb the pauses of focal inLerest
those between paragraphs, clauses, phrases and words. I'le

call these discourge pauses, Such pauses of interest
marked by (p) in the folloning exanple:

I sar¡ a (p) redr¡inged blackbird (p) It was (p) perehing in
a (p) redbud !ree.

The beginnlng of the utterance can be depicLed as in fig l

are
r¡i11
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UTTERANCE

r(1) r (2) r(3) r(4) r(s)

PAUSE

I SAI,J A REDÍ¡INGED BLACKBIRD IT...
s(1)=r(2)-r(1) s(2)=r(4)-r(3)

? ( 1 ) =r (3) -r(2) p (2) =r (s) -r (4)

T(i): Tirne reading number i
S(j): Speech segment nunber j
P(k): Pause number k

Fig 1 Idealized view of the pauses and speech segments in
speech

The basls of the pauseDeters are the tine (c1ock) readlngs at
monents l¡hen there ls a change fron pause lnto speech or vlce
versa (T(f)). The duratlon of ã speech or pause segnenÈ can
be derLved by subt¡.acting a preceding tine reading fron the
current readlng. Generally the duratlon of a speech segnent
(S(J)) can be conputed by deducting uneven readlngs fron even
ones ãnd pauses (P(k)) by deducting even readlngs fron uneven
ones. Given the duration of a1l speech and pause segnents
further calculations can be undertaken.

The decislon r¡hether there is a peuse or a speech segment Ís a

binary declslon and 1t l"s not easy to take. A hunan listener
¡ûay nark pauses by ear and even measure t,hem roughly by a stop

| ,"uu." I rause 
lseer*r
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rratch, but as is seen on any spectrogram or in experimentj.ng
wlth autoEatlc pauseneters it j.s not eãsy to design en
autonatic device l¡hich achleves results in accordance ¡.rith
humen preception.

DETERMINING THE PAUSES OF SPEECH

A pause may be

energy present
which of côursê
pauses should

defined as a bime segrûent thêre is no
filled pauses,

wâVr discourse
segmentg of no

pracLice.

Disregarding bhe
cannot be defined
be discoverable by
problens, however,

so

in
J-ooking for
turn up in

where
called
this

energy. SeveraL

One problen 1s the fact, thaL there are segments where there 1s
no energy even within individual speech sounds, e g in stops
such as Þ, tr k in such words as apa, ata, aka, or even Ionger
j.n appa, alta, acka. The duration of the silent phase of the
stops in the first $¡ords can be as much as 175 msec, the
second 2OO msec, ¡{hen pronounced by a Swede. These peuses
could of course be of interest and the pausemeber to be
presented can easlly. measure lhe durabion of pauses 1n such
stops if set to do so. Bub such pauses should not be counbed
anong Lhe discourse pauges.

Another problem is the low energy of such sounds as f, th, h.
A pause detection device designed t.o ûeasure dlscourse pauses
musb be able to skip the pauses lnherent to certain spêech
sounds such aa sLops, but stiII react to weak speech sounds.
If the device finds pauses at stops and weak speech sounds
within words it r.ril1 reglster too nany pauses. If it does not
note the extrstence of weak sounds in the beginning or et the
end of certaln words ¿he duratj-ons of ut¿erances and pauses
t/riIl not be correct

Rabiner & Schafer ( 1 978 ) have discussed the dj.fficulty of
deterninlng bhe beginning and end of words ånd state that they
are difficult LÕ locate if there are

4



1 tteak fricatives (f, th, h) at the beginning or end

2 Heak plosive bursts (p, t, k) at the beginning or end

3 Nasals at the end

4 Voiced frlcatLves that becone devolced at the end of word3

5 TralLing off of vol¡e1 sounds at the end of an utterance

Rablner & Schafer describe an algorithm that 1s intended to
discover the beglnnlng and end of utterances (speech segnents)
on the basis of two tine-donain neasurenents - energy and
zêro-crossing rate. We have to rely on sl-npJ.er methods ln the
pauEemeter to be described. The general constructlon of tlle
pauseneter is sbol{n tn fig 2.
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lAPE

UICROPITONE

Functiog

Decides llhether
peuse or speech
segnent is at hand

Measures changee

beÈ!úeen pause and

speech.
Computes (and

displays) the
durations of
pauses and epeech

aegDents.
Draws dÍagraus
and prinÈs teblee.

SCREEN

PRINTER

Fig 2 Block diagrarn showing the overall concepÈ and
funcÈion of the pausemeter

Anplifier

iavelope
de tec to r

Comparatot

Comput er
prograltr
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THE SPEECH-PAUSE DECISION UNIT

The speech-pause declsion unit distinguishes between speech
and pause by comparing Lhe signal envelope with a predefined
threshold. The signal envelope is deterr0ined by an envelope
detector and it is assumed that the envelope suifably
approximates the shorL-time signal energy. The principle of
the unit is sho$¡n in fig 3a. The speech signal is first
anplified. Then the signål- envelope is deterûined by the
envelope detector where the time constant is variable. The

output froo the envelope detector is compared v¡ith a threshold
in the cornparator. The outpub from the conparator is either 0

or 1 and thls signal is tesbed by lhe !ûicrocotr¡puter every 20

ms.

Fig 3¡ sho!¡s the circuit diagran and component values. Even

non-engineers should be able to build it. The diode at the
data ouLput limlts the output voltage to positive values. A

LED circuit is also used to indicate the result of the
conparison and facilitate the use of the devíce

the input signal to be processed is taken fron a tape recorder
either fron a nicrophone or a tape. The tape recorder level
meber is use.d. for speech Level adiustments. The tine constânt
can be varíed. A tine constant of about 33 ns is found to be

suibable in nost cases. thls value ls also used in a slnilar
devlce Dentioned in the literature. Hov¡ever' it is not only
the time constant but also the threshold value that affects
the speech/pause desiclon. Thls Level is not varlable.
lnstead the input anplLflcation can be varled and is edJusted
so that the LED circuit índicates that the unlt ls working
properly.
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Amp Cone

Ampl¡flsr EnveloÞ dotcctor Comparator
wlth var¡able
t¡mo conslant

Fig 3a

Fig 3b

PAUSEMETER
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

OUT

Þ
Ð
À
z

741

LED

Main features of speech-pause decision unit.
Circuit. diagram of speech-pause decision unit.
Lower curves show the decisions of the speech-pause
decision unit for trdo cases wíth smal1 and large time
constanÈ respectively. The signal shown here is a
Morse signal rvhich has been used in calibration and
Èest ing. I
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THE REAL-TIME PAUSEMETER

The overall design of the pauseneter is shol¡n in fig
real-tine version is characterized by the folLowing
(cf the print-out of the progran at Appendix I).

4. The

feâtures

(e g printer)
necessary to ask

The program starts by asking for the nur¡ber corresponding to
speech (LÀT TAL VARA PÂ OCH TRYCK PÂ J, trLET SPEECH BE ON AND

PRESS Jn). This number is lhen used as response to the
quesbion SKRMN DENNA SIFFRA VID ? ( trWRITE THIS NUMBER AT

The nunber may change Ì¡ith the equipment
connectêd to the computer; that is why it ís
this queslion.

The conputer is now ready for measurin8 as long as J ls held
down (TRYCK J FöR MATNING' IPRESS J FOR MEASUREMENTT). The

real-time pauseneter displays the duration of the successive
speech and pause segnents by building a vertical diagram on

the screen where the colunns grow to the right. The colunna
grow as the speaker speaks or ¡nakes a pauae. I'Jhen a pause or
speech sêgDent is finished its duration 1s Siven by lh" 1âst
figure and the computer starbs neasurlng and displaylng the
growth of the next (pause or speech) segnent. Speech segment

columns are fiIIed with T rs while pause colu¡ons are fil1ed
with Prs. The screen nay be filled uj-Lh 22 coluBns at a time
and Lherefore a short uttePance can often be shos¡n in full- on

the screen. One may take a photo of the screen (no print-out
facilities are lncluded 1n this real-tlDe version) to 8et a

record of the pause structure of the utterance recorded.

The precision of the real-tíne version is linlted and the
results should be used with care. The real-tÍme version is,
however, very good for displaying typical pause-speech
relations. One nay e g talk spontaneously and record the
pauses and speech segments imEedÍately for presentation in
cIass. TypicalIy speech segnents last 2-3 seconds while
pauses last 0.5 second and the corresponding graphic pattern
is easily seen' The real-tlne version of the pausemeter may
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.)

F=1

X=F
?

T2 = TIME

D =T2-T1

T1 =T2

=0

PR,TNT P-COLUMN

LENGTH D

F=0
?

F=1

PRINT T-COLUMN

LE}¡GTII D

X¡ INPUT (0,/1)

T: SPEECS. (1)

P: PAUSE (0)

F! TEST VARTABLE

Fig 4 Flow chart of real-time pausemeter
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be used to show how long one is âble to speak wi¿hout pausing.
Ib may be connected to a radio to show differences in pauae

behavÍour between speakers, languages elc. It is important to
remember that this version does not store any values and the
speech nust be recorded if it is to be examj.ned further.

The function of the real--t,ime pauseneLer is very slnpIe. The

input number appears in INP (5etr). If this nunber equals the
nunber in the test variable Ff the system assunes that speech
is going on, the tlme 1s read and printed at lhe screen at bhe
end of the column of Trs (tine 55). If the input sfgnal 1s
not the nunber for speech the systen reads the clock and

starls building the pause column (line 60).

The program includes a scale factor (0.
can be changed if the colunns of the
grow ab a different' speed. The tine ls
and is assumed ¿o be fong enough
meter.

05, lines 55, 60 ) whlch
diagram are required to

PEEK(65oo8f)read in
for thls vêrs1ón óf t.he

THE PNINTING PAÜSEMETER

The flov¡ chart at fig 5 shows the rnain features of the
pauseneter, A print-oub of the progratn is found 1n Appendix
II. The conputer starts by asking how long pauses (or speech
segnents) should be skipped (HUn LLNGA PAUSER OCH TALSEGMENT

SKALL övEnH0PPAS?) If 1 is Lhe response segments shorter than
20 msec are skipped i if 2, segments shorter than 40 Dsec etc
(1ine 15). The systen then asks for the nuEbers for speech
(ta1) and for pause which vary according to the equipnent
abtached and therefore need to be specified by the operator
( lines 17 -19) .

The systern then asks whether it is to start measuring (SKALL

JAC BöRJA MATA J,/N). If J is preased it starts and goes on

until CTRL-A is not pressed. (It is thus not necessary to
hold J down for the whole measuring period, as is the case
Î¡1th the real-time version. )

11



In llne 110 the counter for Llne val.ues (N) is set to O end

bhe tes¿ varlable F is set to the pause number prevlousJ.y
entered by the operator, to Beke bhe neber start by measurfng
the change fron the pause value (= the beglnning of a spèech
segnent). In the flow chart fig 5 the tèst variable has been
given Lhe values 0 and l.

Line 120 sets the clock by lnserting the values 255 ln both
celLs froû which the count down starts. The !0easuring loop 1s

130-170. Llne 130 checks v¡hether there is a change in the
input signal, as this.is what the systen looks for' If so bhe

clock 1s read by Iines 143-147. A cerbain correctlon is done
1n 11nes 1lt3r 144, due to lhe design of the compuLer clock'
Ltne 148 checks erhether enough time has passed since the Iast
neasurenent Ì¡as taken. If fhis is the case the tine readlng
is stored by l-ine 150, if nob the systern returns to line 130'
Linè 155 prints a T (tal, speech, talk) or a P (pause)
preceded by a nunber on !he screen for the infornatlon of the
operalor. Llne 160 inverts the value of the test varl-abte.
Llne 170 checks hrhether more than 1000 val-ues have been
stored, whieh is the maximum of the presenb version. If not,
the process continues.. ïf Dore than 1000 tlne values have
been stored or the process has beên stopped by pressing CTRL-A

llne 180 prlnts the stored values on the screen. Line 190

asks whether a print-out is required (öNSKAS UTSKnIFT). If a

print-out is requlred thls 1s handled by 2OO-22O.

12



=0

N=0

G= (LENGTH OF SEGMENT TO BE SKIPPED)

Flor¡ ch¿rt of påuseneter. X is an ínpuÈ variable var:ying
beÈween I (speech) and 0 (pause) and given by the com-
parator (pause detector). F is a heLp va¡iab1e varying
between I and 0 for comparison. G is a variable set by
Èhe operaÈor and used to avoid measuring too shorÈ
pauses and speech segments. The system notes changes in
che input signal and reads the Lime whenever a change
is noÈed. The Èime readings (T(1) to T(N)N are stored
Ëo be processed l-ater.

+

Fig 5

X F?

F=l

F=O

REÄD

CLOCK

PROCES S

READ I NG S

r(1)-r(N)

F=1
7

STORE T(N)
N=N+ I

THAN G SEC
PASSED ?

VE MORE
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Line 225 asks wheEher a reducLion of the values is requlrèd.
If 0 is pressed no reduction is made, if 1 or higher number is
pressed a reduction of 20, 40, 60 etc msec 1s made. Thls
reduction affects the end of all- subsequent calculabions of
speech segrnenta as can be seen froû line 227 where every other
value ls reduced by the vâIue glven. A print,-out is also
offered. Note thåL the original tine values cannot be
refrieved once they have been changed.

The next parts of lhe program give various tabl"es and
diagrans, calculated on Lhe basÍs of the time values obtained.
LLnes 229-280 caLculate the duration of the successive time
segments, the total duration of speech segnents, the average
duration and the standard deviaLion. If required a print-out
is nade. Llnes 340-470 offer the same inforDation for pauses.
Lines 480-570 offer a table of bhe duration of successive
pause and speech segnenls. Lines 600-660 offer the same

infornation in the shape of a histogram (STOLPDIAGRAM),

Ltnes 700-845 offer a diagran shor.ring the difference between
the duration of a speech segnent and lhe precedíng pause. The
values are plotted as a star that noves around 0. It moves to
the right (i.s positive) if the speech segmenl is longer than
the preceding pause and to the Ieft if the pause is Iongêr
than the following speech segnent. NornaIIy people talk more
than they pause and the stars are consequently generally found
to the right of Lhe zero line. This diagram 1s offered as an
exanple of the klnd of diagram a program can be designed to
present. The diagran waa devÍsed to study the relation
betÞ¡een the duration of pauses and speech segments, For
exanple, Beattie ( 1 979 ) has hypolhesized that alternabing
cycles of fluent and hesitanb speech would be reflected in
pause duratlons being shorter or longer than speech duratlons.
This Írou1d appear in our plot as alternabing concentrations to
the right and Ieft of zero respeclively,

The print-out for version (2) is illustrated at AppendÍx III.
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CONCLUSI ON

Autooatlc pauseneters will facllltrate the lnvestlgatlon of
overall pause behaviour in speech, but .for detailed
lnfor¡¡ation about the speech slgnal spectrograns are still
required. The features of pauseneter progranq cán'easity. be

nodified to meet special requirenents. ( custon g?d" ì . Thg

versions presented have been found helpful i¡ certaln kfnds .of
investlgatlons. The real-tlne versio.n is a corive4isnt
pedagogical tool for presentlng typical or lndivid,ual
pause-speech patterns in clasê or for explorative pur.poses.
The printing version has been used by Kårlna Vanllng for
detailed studi e s o i pause behaviour during sinúiianequs
lnterpretlng. Such studies could hardly be un.derLakeh i;ttf¡out
the aid of an autonatlc pauseneber. The neters presented will
be used ln experlnents in psychollnguistics and phonetics and

ít is assuEed that new and better versions wll1 be developed.
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APPENDIX I

Real-tine pausemeÈe ç

1 
' 

"qEÂLTTIIE PAUSHEIER SEPÎ 19ð21,1 
' 

'LET SPEECH BE DN AND PRE9S J'10 CEl.V! â r INp(ãAt).'"TAL,.
12 ; .I.IRI?E,THIS 

NU}IBER AFTER ?'' I ¡NPUT T¡
1! j l:tET 8¡LENCE ÊE r¡N /ììlÞ F,RE€Ê'J" , ò¡i'vx I ¡ t¡¡Þrog¡t,,,pAugE', I Ír'¡pU¡ pr
?O PO¡(E å5o04ft25$f r pOKE A5OO9&2tSf I Ft.Fr', ?lXàO¡ I T2tãof ¡ ilÍ.O¡?5 r cHRli{l2) ¡ I npREgB .r FOE HEA6URÈüENî; - '
30 EET XX.
35 IF Xx()",t" coTo 20
40 IF INP(54¡)ÈFf Tt-tEN 45
41 T1T:12f i IF FIÈTT TI,IEN Fr?P* ELSE F¡ITI42 ¡F NI(22A THEN Ni.NÍ+ll ELSE:r CHRX(12) . Ntrot
:? II:PEET16s90er) r år=pEEril6rooat,_tt , ¡r ¡ii-_i¡ THEN Âr.25$f50 T2Í.2Sålr(23Í*-Att+?SSf-Âl I DI.12f_T1t
?! lF-f!"Tr ?HEN r ÇuB(Nr,oxlrsrntn¡cxrpii.r,a+l.oz*nr r Goro BoóO , CUR(NÍ,O;)rgÌRtNcI(Df*,trBoi.OZ*DÍ I COiO åõ-

1
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APPENDIX II

PrinEing pausemeÈer

¿.¿.¿¿ L¿¿¿¿¿ ¿¿¿L¿¿¿ ¿ ¿¿ ¿¿¿¿¿¿ ¿¿ ¿ ¿¿¿¿¿
5 RE¡r PAUS¡(RMRE JAN e2 BS
10 D¡H Tr(tOOOt'
15 I "HUR LÂNGA PAUSER (OCH TALSEG¡ÍENT) SKALL öVERHOPPAS?fÉ2O r,lSEK'2=4O üSEKr25
=O,5 9EKr5O.1 SEK" I INPUT cf
17; ',EN SIFFRA SYNS NÄR lAL PÂGÂR OcH EN ANNAN NÄR PAUS.LÂT TAL VARA PA (RöTì L
A¡IPA) tlCH TRYCK PA J" I cET Vn
IB, "TAL :"INP(59¡} !' "SKRIV ETENNA SIFFRA VIN ?" I ¡NPUT Tr I''TRYCK PA J V
ID FAUS. 3 GET VX I , '.PAUS=,'INP(5êT)
19 t "SNRMENNA SIFFRÁ VtD ?" ¡ INPUT pt
20 PRTNT "STDFPA llED CTRL-A.SKALL JAc BöRJA |'!ATA.J/N" 3 cET Ux
3C' IF öX(}"J'' THEN GOTO 20
9Ð FRINT CHRX(12'
11O .NÍ=Ot r Fl'Pl I REtl 8ðRJA SÞK TAL
12O POKE óãOOA;,255 i PONE ó5OO9t,255
130 IF INP(58r)()Fi T|ìEN 143
14O ¡F INP(56T}01T THEN GOTO T3O ELSE 1åO
143 ÂI=FEEK(ó3OOSí) -rf
L44 lF Ãf=-Lí THEN AIÈ2551
!47 12'=236* (255-FEEr ( ólOO9¡ ), +255-Al
148 Cr.I=Tzt-Îf(Nf, ! IF C;)GlI THEN 13r)
15O NXiNI+l¡ r Tl(Nf)ÉT2I
I55 IF INP(5ST}=TI THEN 

' 
INP(Iê'" T" ELSE i INP(58I'" P"

1åO IF FfePf THEN FÍ=TX ELSE Ff=Pt
170 IF NX(1000t THEN GOTO r30
180 FOR Zl=lt TO NI r , Tl(Zí) r NEXT Zf
l9O t "öNSKAS UTSRRIFT.J/N' I INPUT Ox
?00 rF ox()'J" ÎHEN 229
21O OPEN "PRr" ASFILE 1
220 FOR ZIÉlt TO Nt r PR¡NT rlr"T"Zt"r"Tf(Z;) ¡ NEXT Z¡ I CLOSE 1
2?' PRINT "dNSKAS REDUKÎION AV TALSEGIIENT PGA EFTERSLÄPNINGE?NEJ=OIITT=2o I'ISEKI2
X=4O MSEK ETC" r INPUT Ul¡
226 lF öLl.ot îHEN ?29 EL9E 227
227 FOR ÄX=zf T0 NI STEP 2t I Tf(Af).Tt(Àt)-Ut¡ I NEXT At I FOR Zfslt 10 Nt I t
T¡(Zlt 3 NEXT Z: r r 'õNSKAS UTSKR?J/N'
2?8 INFUT 8x r IF Ox()'.t" THEN ?29 ELSE OPEN "PR?" ASF¡LE t ¡ FOR Zf:lI 1O NI r
t .1'"T"Zf"t"îla?l, . NEXT Zf I CLOSE I
229 PR¡NT "ðNSKAS TIDSLÄNGDER J./N?" r TNPUT Ox
230 rF 0x()'J'THEN 340
r.¡O NrX.FlX(N1./2) r N2f.ztNl; : l,l¡.11
245 DIt'r T1(sOOf)
25O FOR lll-21 fû N2f STEP 2f I T1(f.l*i..O2r(î'X(U¡r-T¡lLJl-ltr, e ; "TAL9ËGr'1ËNT'r.t¡'
t"Tl(t'l¡)" SE¡(" | fil.Íf+l| . NEXT Ut
2áO FOR Zlrl¡ TO I'lf I V.V+TI(Z¡) ¡ NEXT Zf I r "TOTAL IALLANGD|"V" SEU" I L=V/H¡
r t TIIEOELLÄNED| "L" SEK"

27O FOR ZX.ll TO H¡ r S=S+(11(Zf)-L)û2t I NEXT Zf
2SO D:SQR(St/il; r I "STANDARDAVVTKELSEN¡"D" SEK'
3OO t "öNSKAS UTSKRIFT?J/N" : INPUT Yx
310 rF Yr()"J" GOTO 340
3rS OFEN "PRr" ASF¡LE I
32O ¡lr=1¡ ! FOR ut:21 10 N2t STEP 2t: 11(llt).'O2*(Tf(Ufr-Tt{U;-l¡)) | t .l'"TAL
SLUltLNl fif"r'T¡(l'll)' SEl(" e ñI=Èll+lf ! NEXT Uf
33O 

' 
*I'"TOTAL TALLANGDI"V" gEK" I 

' 
T1'''I'EDELLANGOI"L" SEK"

335 t rlr'STANDAREAVV¡KELSENT"O" SEK" I CLOSE I
34O t 'õNSKAS PAU9LÄNGDER?J/N" I INPUT Alf
35O tF Àx()"J" THEN 48O
360 DIll PI(5OO¡) I KlcO¡
370 FOR Uf.s TO N2f-rr STEP 2¡ I K¡.NI+1l I ptil(¡):,O2*(TI(UI)-Tt(Ut-l¡'' I r "
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PAUS"ßI"."Pt(t(¡t" 6Eß" I NEXT ttf
360 FOR ZfÈlr 1O KÍ I H!tl+Pl(Zt, ! NEXT Z¡, i r "TOTAL PAUSLANCD!"H'SEK" I B.H/t(I â r "ÌIEDËLLÁNGD| "8" SEK"
39O FOR Zf.lf TO Nl r CrC+(pt(Zf,-A)Í¡2¡ I NEXT Zt
4OO l.t.goR(C)/Kt L "STANDARDAWIKELSET.t¡- SEK"
41O t "UNSKAB UTSKR¡FT?\!/N" i INPUT Ox
4t5 IF Ox().J. THEN 4SO
42O OPEN "PRr" ASF¡LE 1
430 FOR Zt.1t 10 K¡ . r .tr"pAtjs.'z!',r"pttztr" sEK" r NEXT zt
440 t rl,'TOTAL PAUSLANctrr"H" SEK"
45O I .r.r"ñEDELLAN6DT"B" SEK"
460 t rl''STANEARI'AVV¡KEL6Er "tl" SEK"
470 CLOSE t
4S(t t 'þNSKAS PAU9-IALTAAELL?II/N" I ¡NPUT Ox
490 rF Ox()"J' THEN GOTO óOO
500 FOR Ztå1¡ TO Hl+l¡
505 r "TAL "Zi"r"Tl(Zf)., sEK.,
5rO ¡F Zt()Kl+lf THEN r "PAUS"Zf"r"Pl(Ztr" SER'
515 NEXT Zr
545 t "UNÊKAS UTAKRIFT?J/N' I INPUT 8x
547 rF 0x(r"J" THEN COTo óOO
l4g OFEN "PR!" ASFILE 1
5ãO FOR Zl=1 TO Kf+i.
560 r 11'"TAL "Zf"¡'T1(Zf)" SEK'
565 IÊ ZX<)K¡+tt THEN i rlr"pAUS"Zf"r"pl(Zt)" SEK"
sås NExr zt
570 CLOSE 1
600 I 'UNSI{AS STOLPDIAGRAÈI?J/N'' ¡ INPUT OX
á10 tF ex()'J" ÎHEN 700
612 ? SPACEX(4)"l"SPACEX(4)"2"SPACEX(4)"3"SPACEX(4)'4"SpACEx(4).S-gFACEx(t).6.Sp
ACEX(4) "7"SPACEX(4) "8 SEK.
é15 FOR ZX=1X TO KX+lt
ó2O r STRINGX(11(Zt)*Str84)23
621 lF Zt< )KT+l; THEN r STRINGE(Ft(ZX)+5t,SO)Zt
é30 NEXT Z*
635 I "öN6NAS UTSKR¡FÎ?J/N' i lNPtJl'er
640 IF Sx('"J" THEN 700
é43 OPEN "PRr" ASFILE 1
645; *l,SPACEX(4)"1'SPACEE(4,.2"SFACEX(4)"3.SPACEX(4).4"SpACEx(¡1¡"S"SPACEX(4)"ó
"SPACEX(4)'7"SPACEX(4t.A BEr-
ó47 FOR Zl=1Í TO Kt+lf
óãO t TITSTRINGx(Tt (Zi)*3Í'84'ZÍ
655 IF Zt()KX+lf THEN r rl,SlRINcx(pl(ZX)*5t,8rl)Zt
óéO NEXT Zf ¡ CLoSE I
7I)O 

' 
^öNSKAS TAL-PAUSDIFI:ERENSDIAGRAM?J/N" I INPUT 8X

710 ¡F Sx()"J' THEN AOO
7t5 t SPACEX ( 11 ) "5"SPACEX( 6) " -O+"SPACEX ( é ) " 5"
72O FOR Zi=2t TO K¡+lX
73O A1X=2lfT1(Z¡)-zI*Pl(Zt-1f )+191
74O r SPACEX(Att) "*T"ZÍ.-p"Z;-¡t
750 NEXT ZX
gOO t 'öNSKAS UT9KRIFT?" ¡ INPUT Qx
810 IF ex()"J" THEN gZO
413 OPEN "PRr " ASF¡LE I
g2O i *L r SPACEE ( 1 1 )'S"gpACE! ( 6 ) " -O+'.SPAÊEX ( 6 ) "5,'
825 FOR ZI32 TO Kt+lf
A27 ALU= ?U*T L ( ZX, -zL+P L ( Zt - LX, + LqX
830 r ;Ir SPACEX(Alf ) "*T"Zi"-p-71-7*
440 NEXT ZX
s4s cLoEE I
s70 sToP
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APPENDTX III

PAUS 1r ,5 SEß
PAUS 2r .06 gEK
FAUÉ 3I IlA SEK
PAUS 41 1.Og gEK
Í,AUS.5r .9ó SEK
TOTAL PAUÉLANEDI E.38 SEK
I|EDELLÄM!n| ,47ó SEr
STANnARDAW¡KELSET . 15913å SEl(

the me uremenÈ of sh rt I uence uiÈh 5 auses

TAL9EGNENI lr 1.7å SEK
TALSECMENT ?r l.åå SEK
TAL5EGI"ENT 3r l,t4 sEK
1ALSEE¡IENT 4â 1.74 ÊEN
TAL9EGMEN? 5r f,6ó 6Eß
TALEEGI'IENT 61 1.ó gEl(
ÎOTAL TALLANGDT 9'56 SEß
íEDELLANGBI 1136571 SEK
ËTAÀ|DAFIDAWIIíELSENT .22S1S? SEK

T 1r ?4
T ?r 11?
1 31 137
T 4¡ ?2O
1 3t 223
T 61 2gO
17t289.
T gr 376
T ?r 43O
T lor 113
'T 1l r 541
'l !2¡ 62L
T 13r 623

TAL lt
PAUÉÌ 1.
TAL 2r
PAUS 2r
TAL 3r
FAUB 3,
TAL 4r
PAIJB 4t
lAL 5r
PAUS 5r

t,7å gEK
.5 SEt(
1.66 SËK
.oå sEK
1. ¡4 AEK
.1A SEK
1.74 6EK
1. O8 5E¡(
T.åA SEK
r 56 SEß

lAL 61 1.å SEK

I
I.lTTTTTT
PPl
TTTTlTTl

2
TTTTT 3

3
TTTTTTTT
PPPPF 4
TTTTTTTT
PFÉ
lTTTTTTT

23
I

4

5

6

4 5 6 7 SSEK

5 -O+ 5
+1 2-P I
*1 3-P 2
+T 4-p 3

ÍT 5-P 4
*T 6-P 5
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TNTERPRETTI'{G SENTENCES V.IITH I4ULTIPLE FILLER.GAP DEPENDENCTES

Elisabet Engdahl

IITTRODUCTION

The aim of this study is to try to arrive at a better under-
standing of what kinds of strategies people use when they
interpret complex, potentially ambiguous, sentences- It is
hoped that this in turn will shed 1í9ht on the human sentence
processor in general. In the studies to be reported here, f am

looking at to \,¿hat extent people rely on and/or use semantic/
pragmatic information and to what extent people use content-
independent structurally or procedurally based interpretation
strategies when they are faced with sentences with complex

dependencíes. First some terminological clarification.

Follo\{ing Fodor (1978) I will use the word filler to refer to
a preposed constituent in constructions like constituent
questions, relativization, topicalizatíon, and tough movement.

In these constructions, there is typically a dependency between

a filler and a g!9, i e an argument position that is not filled
with lexical material. I?hen I talk about fil1er-gap dependen-

cies, I only have i-n mínd, those dependencies that arise through
the (unbounded) constructions mentioned aL¡ove. The constituent
question in ( 1 ) illustrates what r call a non-local filler-gap
dependency.

(1) V,ihati do you think John put _. in the basket?

I am not looking at the interpretation of gaps that arise
through optional object deletions, as in (21, nor at the kind
of dependency that certain linguists postulate in Raising and

Equi contexts, as illustrated in (3)
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(2') John eats ( )

(3) John tries (_) to leave l

ssor computes all assignments,.
1y be aware of assignments. that

t
The types of sentences I am looking at involve multiple filler-
gap dependencies. They all conform to the general pattertn in
(4) and an example is given in (5).

(4) F1

(s) Which pot is this soup easy to cook _ in _?
F1 E2

when a person hears a sentence like (5), he or she sornehow has
to associate each of the fillers \"/ith one of the gaps in order
to arrive at An interpretation. In a sentence with two depen-
dencies there are two J-ogically possible ways of linking up the
fillers and the gaps, by a nested assignment or by an inter-
secting assignment. The.questions I \^rant to address here are:
l¡Jhat types of rêstrictions, if any, are there on gap-filling
operatíons? Where j-n the process of sentence interpretation do
these restrictions apply? To what extent is filler-gap associ-
ation a syntactic process?

With respect to the last question we can fornulate three
hypotheses about the role of syntactic processing in filler-
gap assignment.

(I) Single Analysis Hypothesis

The syntactic processor only computes one assÍgnment.
If this doesn't make sense, the semantic/pragrnatic
processor takes over and tries to come up with a
plausible interpretation.

(Ir) Multiole Analvsis

The syntacÈic proce
People may sti1l on
make sense.

(fII) No Syntactic Analysis Hypothesis

Fiiler-gap association is not a syntactic phenomenon
at all. Such associations are conputed by the semanticl
pracmatic processor. 22



Before entering the discussion of these hypotheses, I witl
provide some background and describe an experiment that ad-
dressed the questions above. This way it $ritl hopefully become

clear what I mean by relying on semanticT/pragmatic informatj-on

Background

It has been noted in the literature that English sentences like
(5) only get interpreted in the way diagrammed in (6) , viz with a
nested association pattern (Kaplan 1973, Bordelois 1974,
Chomsky 1977, Bac}: 1977, Fodor 1978).

(6) Which pot is thi s soup easy to cook in ?

ff you sr^/itch the order of the fillers, as in (7), it is claimed
that the only interpretation avail-able is the nested one, al-
though this leads to a silly readj-ng.

(71 I'¡h.ich soup is thi s pot easy to cook in 
-?

In her paper Parsing Strategies and Constraints on Transfor-
mations, Janet Fodor discusses examples of this type, together
with a v¡hole array of other examples that involve multi-ple
filler-gap dependencies. She argues that the preference for
nested interpretations fol-Iows from a parsing motivated no-
ambiguity constraint, which she formulates as in (8).

(8) The Nested Dependency Constraint (NDC)

If there are two or more filJ-er-gap dependencies in the
same sentence, their scopes may not intersect if either
disjoint or nested interpretations are compatibJ-e with
the well-formedness conditions of the language.

(Fodor L97Bz44Bl

The effects of this constraint can be summarized by t.he dia-
grams in (9), for the types of structures $re are interested in
here.
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t-r r-l r,__l
F¿̂-(9) a F. F ẑ

disjoint

b Fr

nested

F1 '2
intersectinqf

There have been some attempts at explaining why the pattern in
(9 b) is generally preferred in English. Some of these expla-
nations make reference to the structure of Push Down Automata

where itemsa.re putonastack and then taken off in the opposite
order to which they were entered, thus giving a nested pattern.
lJe will return to this line of expfanation later. Fodor does

not adopt this account, but proposes that the NDC foflov¿s from
what the parser is trying to do. Fodor uses the term'the
parser' as a convenlent name for the system of processors which
are taken to interact in sentence processing. Fodor assumes

that the parser attempts to construct a well-formed deep struc-
ture for the sentence it is currently parsing. The parser tries
to construct as Iong streches of well-formed deep structure
possible which can be interputed, Given a structure F1 ...
F2 ..., assigning F2 to the detected gap would result in a

well-formed deep structure. On the other hand, if the parser
assigned F1 to the gap, it would do so across an unassigned
fil-ler, and wouÌd thus not create a stretch of well-formed
deep structure.

Fodor notes that it is quite possible to deviate from the NDC

in English if the two fillers are of different syntactic
category, as in (10) .

(10)

L:owever, in Scandinavian languages it is possible to deviate
from the NDC even if the two fillers are of the same category
(Engdahl 1979, Christensen 1981, 1982). Consider the Nor\degian
example in (11).

l-,*"n ".i*"J did the ¡rlr not L.r*, l-rr*rlto sorvet 
-l 

f- t Ilue I L-*l lml þnw_j
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(11) Lingvisteri fj¡¡rs det lll]/e, scrn Petter i¡te kan sraldce nred _i * _j.

Linguists, there is a lot that Peter canlt talk to about

The preferred interpretatj-on for (11) involves an intersecting
fil1er-gap assignment, but that apparently does not pose any
problems for speakers of Norwegian. Hovrever. if the preference
in English for nested assignments follows from some principle
which reflects the working procedure of the processor, then we

would expect the same to apply to other languages as we1I, at
least to structural-Iy similar languages. In view of the existence
of intersecting interpretations like the one given ín (11) in
Nofiregian, the NDC must be taken to be language specific. But
that makes a processing explanation for the NDC less convincing.

fn order to begin to sort out the facts about the availabil-ity
of nested and j-ntersecting interpretation in Swedish I de-
signed and carried out an experiment during the summer and fal]
of l-981. The experiment was intended to test under what con-
ditions people understand sentences with multiple filler-gap
dependencies (MFGD) in a way which requires associating fillers
and gaps in an intersecting fashion. Tn particular, the exper-
iment aimed at testing to rrhat extent semanticT'pragmatic in-
fornation, expressed by the selectional restrictions of the
verbs i.n the sentences, influenced people's interpretations.
Fodor formulates the NDC as a No-ambiguity constraint whích
is sensitive to syntactic . (categorial) information only. It
applies in cases where there are two or more fillers of the
same syntactic category and prevents the parser from computing
an intersecting assignment regardless of the semantic content
of the fillers and the nature of the verb. On her account, we

woul-d not expect any difference in interpretation due to
semanticT'pragmatic factors, as K K Christensen has pointed out.
Rather, we would expect subjects to give uniform nested inter-
pretations in alf conditions. fn case a sentence is pragmati-
cally biassed towards an intersectj-ng reading as in (7) above,
we r"/ould expect subjects to give either the silly reading, which
results from a nested assignment, or no interpretation at all.
On the other hand, if semantic/pragmatic factors do influence
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what interpretations .Fubjects assign to MFG sentences, !{e would
expect people to report the sensible reading in all cases, re-
gardless of whether it inovlves nested or intersecting assign-
ments. In sent.ences where there is no bias tovrards either
assignment or only a weak bias towards one assignment, we would
expect subjects to report either nested or intersecting read-
ings. ff there is no preference at all for nested assignments,
we would expect the percentage of nested and intersecting
readings in these conditions to be equal.

Experiments

Experiment I consisted of a paraphrase/sentence-completion
task. 34 native speakers of S¡¡edish varying in age between
1 9 - 56 years were given booklets containing 25 sentences in
varying order. The subjects were instructed to read the test
sentence carefully untíI he/she had understood it and then to
paraphrase the sentence, using the words given below the test
sentence as a cue. An example of a test sentence together with
its response cue is given in (12) with English translation
added.

(12l Den här formen är sockerkakan lättast att baka i.
This pan, the pound cake is easiest to bake in.
Det är lättast att ...
It is easiest to ...

Subjects f¿ere told that some of the sentences in the experiment
could be paraphrased in more than one way, corresponding to
different readings. Subjects were instructed to write down a1l
paraphrases they could think of in such case, and. to try to do
so in the order they 'gotr the dj_fferent readings. Subjects
were asked to work rapidly but there was no timing of the task.
Subjects took between 12 and 30 minutes to complete the task.
The stimulus materiaLs, which had been selected through a
pretest, all conformed to the structure illustrated in (4).
There were no questions among the test items because subjects
might find them hard to paraphrase according to the model.
Instead, all- sentences h/ere topicalizatj_ons. The leftmost
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filler b¡as in all cases a topicalized Np. The second filler
aLso of the category NP $¡as either the subject.of a Êeggh
predicate, the head of a relative clause, or an .interrogative
phrase introducing an indirect question. Extractions out of
indirect guestions and rerative clauses are possible in sr¿edish
(cf Engdahl & Ejerhed (f982) for illustrations). The types of
constructlons hrere systematically varied across conditions.
There were 5 sentences in each of 5 conditions. The conditions
varied with respect to how much they r.¡ere constrained by prag-
matic bias and which association pattern was facilitated. The
5 conditions are illustrated by the exarnples in (13) through
(18).

(f3) Strong nested bias (SN¡

(r4 )

Teckenspråk finns det till och med några apor som manSign language there are even some aþes that one

1ärt att använda.
has taught to use.

Strong intersecting bias (SI)
Strömming är den här kniven omöjlig att rensa med.
Herring this knife is j_npossibl_e to clean with.

(f5) I{eak nested bias (rlN)

Småbarnen är faster Hulda den sista man kan
The small kids, aunt Hulda is the last person one can

be ta hand om.
ask to take care of.

(16) Weak in (wI)

(17) Scouterna minns jag lnte vilka turister man
The scouts, I donrÈ remember which tourists one

uppmanade att ta reda på.
told to look for.

Lisa vore KalLe lämplig att gifta bort
Lisa, Kalle would be suitable to give-away-in-rnarrigage

' verhei.raten t

med.
to

No bias (NB)

Mina föräldrar är det få personer jag vill presentera för
My parents, there are few people I.d like to introduce to

(1ô)
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The criterion for assigning a sentence to one of the strong
conditj-ons, SN or SI, was that the selectiorial r:estrictj_ons. of
the l-exical items made just one assj-gnment possi-ble. I will-
refer to this as semantic/pragmatic knowtedge, but it might be
equally appropriate to talk alrout conceptual knowledge.

The cri-terion fór the sentencès in the weakly biassed condi-
tions, V;N and I{I , was that, aÌthough one reading rras not com-
pletely excl-uded (as in the case of strong bias) , one of the
readings was significantly more plausible due to socio- cul-
tural knowledge shared by the subjects.

finally, in the unbiassed condition, iiô, it was required that
both fillers satisfy the selectional restrictions assoclated
with both gaps and that both fi1ler-gap assignments be equally
plausible. (See the appendix for a lisL the test sentences.)

Experiment fI consisted of the same test sentences administered
to 10 subjects in an oral test. fnstructions were as in Exp -t.
The experJ-menter (myself) read the sentence out aloud. The

subject repeated the sentence. The experÍmenter then gave the
cue phrase and the subject completed the sentence in one or
t.wo ways

Resu-Lts

The results are summarized in TaÌ:le f for Exp I, ¡/rritten
presentation to 34 subjects, and in Table 2 for Exp II, oral
presentation to 10 subjects. The questionnaires were scored
according to response type: N for a single nested reading, f
for a single intersecting readlng, NI for multiple readings in
the order nested intersecting, IN for multiple readings in.the
opposite order. The tables give percentage of response types
in the varíous'conditions. As can be seen from a comparison of
the Lables, the resu.l_ts in Exp I and II v/ere very similar.
According to a Spearman rank correlation test over the 25

items, corrected for ties, the correlation was .96. There was
a higher percent null responses in the oral version, 5.6? as
compared to 2.42 for tbe written version. This difference may
Ì:e due to short term memory limitations in the auditory task,
leading to problems with sentences of 12 - 14 words length.
The ilo response + .error cÕlunn also includes sentences where
subjects changed the v¿ord orcler of a sentence so that it no
longer could be scored according to the norm.
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(19) Table 1 , Percentage responses, written test, 34

Tota1 number of responses in each condition: 170

(20) Table 2 Percentage responses, oral testr l0 subjects

Total number of responses in each condition: 50

subj ects

No bias

Y¡eak
Nested

[ìIeak
ïntersect

Strong
Nested

Condition
Strong
Intersect

Response
type

25 .3

0.0

39 .4

0-0

93.6

I

8.9

0.6

L4 -2

0.0

2.3

.IN

20 .0

5.3

9.4

a
0.0

0.0

NI

42.3

9L.2

33 - 5

100.0

t?

N

3.5

2-9

3.5

0.0

r.8

No
resp +
errors

28.9

5.9

¿3.6

0.0

2-3

IN+NI

No bias

I.Ieak
Nested

I{eak
Intersect

Strong
Nested

Condition
Strong
Intersect

Response
type

18

0

32

86

8

0

aa

U

6

rtf

1',j

0

10

0

0

Nf

52

92

30

r00

4

N

10

8

6

0

4

No
resp +
error s

20

U

32

0

6

IN+NT
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As can be seen fron the table, the respcnses in the strongly
biassed conditions, SN and SI, were very uniform, as well as in
WN. In SN, there were no deviations from the pragrnatically most
plausible reading, nor any muitipte readings. No failures to
respond occurred in this condition. A few I readings occurred
in WN, but always as the second reading, i e in the NI order.
The number of N readj-ngs in the SI condition is very 1ow, and
the overwhelming majority replied with a single I reading.

The I'JI and NB conditions di-sp1ay å .,r"n more varied response
pattern. First we note that it is in these conditions that we

find a signaficant number of multiple readings, that is, these
were the sentences that subjects found to be genuj-nely ambig-
uous, 23.68 in V¡I and 28.92 ín LIB. (1)

A non-parametric analysis of variance, based on the number of
f readings in each condition, showed that the conditions dif-
ferd significantly, both by subjects, (p< .00I by a Friedman
test) and bY it"*" (p< .001 by a Kruskaf-I{al1is test}. A pair-
wise anaÌysj-s showed the SI condition to be significantly
different from ar-1 others, in partì-curar from the ¡rr condition
(p< .005 by a one-tailed Wilcoxon test for subjects, both in
the written and in the oral test, and. p=.001 by a Mann-I,¡hitney
U test for iterîs in the wrj-tten task, p=.016 in the oral test).
There was no significant difference between the SN and WN

conditions but the difference bet\,reen these and the NB con_
di-tion was significant. I/üith respect to the number of r read-
i-ngs, there was no significant difference between WI and NB.
Hov¿ever, the order of reported multiple readings varied signif_
icantly bet\,/een these concìitions. In VfI , subjects report in the
order IN more often than in the order Nl, whereas in NB, sub_
jects respond in the I,lI order tw.ice as often as they respond
ín the IN order (p< .008 by a Mann-I^¡hitney U test by items.)
(The relative 1ow percentage multiple readings over_al1 (approx_
imately 258) together with the low item per subject ratio in
each condition (5) did not permj-t a meaningfuJ- analysis by
subjects.) The tendency to report in different orders in wr and
NB is a very j-nteresting finding. However, it is not cl-ear that
the order of reported readings is a rel-iable measure. Although
subjects were instructed to'try to report the rea<iings in the
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order they got them,' the results presumably reflect a post-
processing effect. Several factors may hatte interfered with
the results. In order to be able to say something more con-
clusive about whether there is a systenatic difference in which
reading subjects get first in the various conditions, we need

a more accurate technique that ideally applies on-line and is
Iess susceptible to subjective judgments.

It is conceivable that subjects in an experiment like this
would adopt either of two (possíb1y task-influenced) strat-
egies, i e either conslstently report multiple readings or
consistently report only one reading. This was not the case in
the present experiment. The total number of multiple readings
varied from 0 (for 5 subjects) to 7 (for 2 subjects) . The

distribution of multiple readings was relatively homogeneous.
)(A X- arralysis showed l-he varíance to be non-significant) .

Discussion

Vle will now look at how our three initj-a1 hypotheses fare with
respect to the results from Exp I and II. Hypothesis I, the
Single Analysis Hypothesis, assumes that the syntactic processor
is somehow and for some reason (to be discussed later) con-
strained to use a gap-filling routine that always computes a

¡rc5Lçq dÞs19¡r¡uc¡rL. a! Llrrs rcdqrrrg qucÞ[ L ludÁe Þct¡5e, Lltetr

by default the hearer may use the semantic or pragmatic in-
formation available in the sentence ín order to come up with
a sensible interpretatj-on. One coul-d of course propose various
refinements of exactly how this interaction between syntax and
semantics proceeds, when the semantic information is used in
the default condition, etc. The fact that sentences usually
are meaningful probably plays a role in making the subject
try to construcL an interpretation. This rnight have been heightened

by the fact that subjects qrere told that this was an experiment
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about. sentence comprehension. There were no clear nonsense
sentences in the experiment.

Hypothesis I accounts well for the uniform N responses in SN

and W¡t. However, it fits less well with the high percentage of T

rcad.ings andmultiple readings in the NB conditlon. Given that
a nested assignment in this condition always led to a meaning-
ful sentence, we would not have expected any deviations from
the N pattern.

The relatively high percentage f readings and multiple readings
in the lvl condition is a further indication that even a
slightly anomalous reading may result in the search for an
al-ternative assignment that makes more sense. But then ilre r^roul-d

expect to get the response type NI as the single alternative
to N readings contrary to what is the case in VüI, where in
fact IN readings are more frequent than NI readings. But, as
already mentioned., it is not clear that the subjects' o\.rn re-
porting of order of reading is a reliable measure.

On the second hypothesis, the llul_tiple Analysj-s Hypot is,
the syntactic processor is not constrained to nested assign-
ments but compute all assignments. Exactly how this would look
depends on if one assumes serial or paral-1e1 processing.
Further more, we need to distinguish extrausÈive and self-termi-
nating processing. Given a serj-al- self-terminating procedure,
the processor would start with onl_y assignment. If it leads to
a sensible interpretatj_on, then that reading is reported and
the process terminates. This would predict that only one
reading ì-s reported in the NB condition, contrary to hrhat was
in fact the case. If the serial processing were exhaustive, it
would fit that response pattern better. Assuming that Lhe pro-
cessor computes all assignnents in paral]el, we can explain the
multiple readings in the l'¡I and t,tB conditions. The fact that
the percentage of rau1ti,pJ,e readings is rather low (20g in NB,
322 in v¡r) could be accounted for by assuming that the para11el
processing terminates as soon as one acceptable reading is re-
ported, Unfortunately, the type of experimental- technique used
here does not permit any definite concrusions about the working
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mode of the processor. Hohr can vre distinguish the serial non-
deterministic account from the parallel processing account? If
we could shoÌ{t that by manipulating the relative salience of
either of the fillers, we could make the asslgnment that first
uses this filler, the preferred assingment, then thls might
count in favour of the serial account. Frazier, Clifton and
Randall (1981) report two experiments hrhich they argue show
that the salience of a filler plays a role in simple filler-
gap dependencies in English. For ìilFG sentences it would be
interesting to investigate whether increased salience of F1 r

the leftmost fi1ler, would be correlated with a preference for
an .intersecting assignment. This is what one would expect if
it is the sal-ience of the f.iller, rather than the recency, that
determines its availability. fn the oral task, one could look
at sentences in the NB condltion and vary the amount of stress
on Fl. In the written task one could maybe vary the amount of
descriptive content given to F1, to see if this infl-uences the
subjects' first or preferred reading (this of course presupposes
that a satisfactory technique for identifying first readings
has been found).

In this context it is worth noting that failure to report
multiple readings in any one case can not be taken as evidence
that subjects did not perform some syntactic processing pre-
requisite to the non-reported reading. Subjects might wetl
have noticed the alternative assignment 'at some level,,without
being aware of it" Flores d'Arcais (forthcoming) reports a

series of experiments that show that subjects monitoring for
errors, report syntactic errors much less frequently than
semantic and pragmatic anomafies. However, using eye movement
recordings he found that subjects fixate on the region con-
taining syntactic errors significantly longer than in the
correct control cases and that fixation times for syntactic
errors are equally long whether subjects detect and report the
error or not. It is thus concievable that even in the strongly
biassed conditions, SI and SN, subjects perform the same kind
of syntactic analysj.s as in the other condítlons, but that one
analysis doesn't transmit sufficiently for a representation of
the meaning to be formed. Evidence for thÍs hypothesis could
maybe be found in an eye movement study. If we found the same



fixation and regression pattern for a given subject in the
cases where he/she reports one reading as when he/she reports
two readings, this \,,/oufd at least be highly suggestive evidence
that the same syntaclic analysis j-s performed in both cases,
although onfy in one of the cases is the subject a\^¡are of çon-
sidering two readings.

The third hypothes is, the No Syntactic Analysis hypothesis,
claims that filler-gap assignment isn't a syntactj-c process at
all, but that listener's rely entirely on semantic/pragmatic
information about the fillers and the gap positions in order to
associate them. The type of processing involved in making a

filler-gap assiqnment would be guided by the same type of fac-
tors which influence how people choose referents for pronouns.
(See Ejerhed (1982) for an illustrati<¡n of thís type of
approach to filler-gap assignment, implemented in a phrase
stmcture granìmar for Swedish.)

It might also be argued that these ì,lFG sentences present such
a complex task that they are sent off right away to something
tike Forster's General problem Solver, and that no syntactic
processi-ng takes place at all. This is rather unlikely, how-
ever, in view of the fact that syntactic analysis most likely
is automatic (Porster I979, Flores dtArcais (forthc) and that
it cannot be switched off at wifl.

However, there are some results from the experiment that are
not accounted for by hypothesis IIl. On this account, we would
not expect any N readings .in the !íI condition at all, but there
are in fact as many as 33.5?. Furthermore, on this hypothesis
it remains unexplained why there should be any IN readings at
a1I in WI (14 .2Zl . For the I'tB condition, this hypothesis pre-
dicts that we should get roughly the same number of I readings
as N readings. The results were that subjects reported N

readings about twice as often as I readings in this condition.
One way to try to refute hypothesis III vToulC be to provide
positive evidence for some syntactic effect, depending on
filler-gap association. For instance, if it turned. out that
people detect syntactic or morphologì-cal deviations in positions
which require that they have performed some kind of gap-fiIli-ng
operation, then one coulC argue that gap-filling is not totally
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separated from syntactic analysis. Suppose subjects would de-
tect morphological mismatches between a filter and the context
of the gap, as illustrated in (21), assuming that the sentence
is pragmatically biassed towards an intersecting assignment,

l2Ll F1 ...82 V

F"l

[.{] [¿]
then that would at least be an indication that gap-fi1J-ing
takes place at some 1evel of representation that is sensitive
to syntacticTmorphological constraints. Since Swedish has both
number and grammatical gender agreement in predicate comple-
ments, this can be tested. For single fj-lJ-er gap dependencies,
S\^redish speakers clearly do detect mismatches, but it needs
to be proven that the sa¡re holds for l{FG sentences.

Howéver, even posiLive ouLconìe on such a l,esl- woul'l nol- refute
hypothesis III, I think. rt wifl stil-l be possible to naintaj-n
that gap-filling is a non-syntactic phenomenon, even if it
occurs in para11e1 with syntactic processing. In the absence
of better criteria for syntactic processing and without any
on-1ine experiments on MFG sentence interpretation, I find it
hard to say anything conclusive about whether gap-filling is
a syntactic process or not.

In the context of discussing morphologícal evidence, I wj-Il-
just mention a few results from a piJ-ot experinent to the
present study. In the pilot test, r included sentences of the
NB type where one assignment was excfuCed for reasons of mor-
phological dj-sagreement. A morphological, bias towarcls an inter-
secting reading could take the form ill-ustrated in (221.

l22l F" ... F^ ... vtz

F":l F"_l

In a large number of cases (50? oral presentation, 35* written
presentation) subjects changed the form of the verb phrase so

that it would permit a nested interpretation. In the oral test,
at 1east, it became evident that they v¡ere not aware of the
fact that they had changed the originaf sentence. I also tested
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some sentences of the structure given
gaps occured in prepositional phrases

in (23), in which both
as in example (241 .

(23) Fl ...F2 P P

(241 Barnavårdsnämnden vet jag ínte vilka problem
The chil-d care department, I don't know what problems
man kan prata med _ om _.you can talk to about.

This sentence is biassed towards an intersecting assignment.
Hor¡¡ever, several subjects reported it with the order of the
PPs switched around, thus making a nested assignment possible

The preference for nested assignments and the push Down Store

From looking at the overall resul,ts it becomes evident that
there is a strong preference for assigning nested interpreta-
tions in the absence of strong pragmatic counterindications.
This shows up for instance i-n the contrast between the ti"ro
weak condj-tions. In the WN condition, there are hardly any I
readings reported. VJhen they are reported, it is always in the
order I{I . In the WI condition, however, rre get a total- of 5?.1?
N readings (at al-l) and 33.58 simple N readings. The percen-
tage N readings in the NB condition is almost doubl-e the per-
centage I readÍngs. The question is now, where sha1l we locate
the cause for this difference?

Fod.or, as mentioned above, takes the preference for nested
interpretations to follow from the working strategy of the
parser. The NDC, on her account, serves to simplify gap-fitling
routines and is used on-line to excl-ude one otherwise acceptable
analysis before, as she puts it, ,the parser has expended any
effort on computing it! This might fit the English facts, but
it doesnrt account for the Scandinavian facts v¡here inter-
secting readings are available without any noticeable extra
effort (cf 93.6? I readings in the SI condition) consequently,
it is less plausible to use a processing explanation for the
English facts.
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The nested assign¡nent pattern vtould folloh¡ automaticafly, as

several people have pointed out (Kaplan 1973' Bach 1977' Ades

& Steeùnan :-'9821 , if the human sentence processor used a push

down store facil-ity on which it put constituents that could not
imnediately be entered j-nto the structure under construction,
i e fillers, in the terminology used here. Because of the last-
in-first-out property of push down stacks, the fillers woulC
aÌways be accessed in inverse order to the order in which they
were put on the stack.

In a series of recent experiments, tr'v' Level-t has found evid.ence

that speakers use a push down type organization in complex pro-
duction tasks which can be modelled by an ATN granmar (Levelt
I9B1). He argues that this follows in turn form very general
'minimization strategies' which have the joint effect of
minimizing the load on short term memory. In the task at hand,
describing a route through a spatlal array w.ith branching nodes,
applying a fast-in-first-out principle minimized the size of
the return jumps to choice ítems, i e branching nodes. To what
extent can this explanation be carried over to the domain of
sentence comprehension? In some sense, a detected gap will work
just like a choice item in Levelt's task. At he point of re-
cognizing a gap, the listener must choose which fiÌl-er to
associate with it. It is not evident, however, what the measure

'size of the return jump'would correspond to in the case of
sentence processing, unl-ess you assume that the speaker main-
+-l-ô õ^'.^ Li-Á 

^ç 
I i-^âv ?^hF^õ^ñ+5+ì^^ af tshô êÁh+ôñ^a ei¡¡a! sy! çrvr¡ uq ç

most sentences involving MFG dependencies will have two or more

clauses, it will most likely be the case that when the gap is
detected, most of the previous context will already have been

shunted off. The fillers must still be, in some sense, 'avail-
able'. (I think it is highly desirable that one tries to get
beyond the metaphorical talk about fillers being 'available'
and establich some correlate to this theoretical- construct. In
the absence of more precíse terminology, I wil-L continue using
metaphors.) Suppose that what happe¡s when a clause is shunted,
is that the filler remains in some kind of $rorking store. The

application of Levelt¡s mod.ef to sentence processing would then
be the claim that this working store is a push down store.
However, this can not be the ful-l story, as the acceptable
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sentences with intersecting dependencÍes show, To account fgr
(10) where the fillers rrere of different syntactic category,
we would have to assume that there are different stores for
different syntactic categories, maybe not a totally implasusible
assumption. However, it is hard to see how this rnultiplication
of stores can be extended to the intersecting dependencies in
the Swedish examples in conditions SI, WI, and NB. There is
no difference in syntactic category between the fillers, and
nevertheless an intersecting reading is possible and in some
cases even the only possible.

Fodor give some further arguments against the pDA hypothesis.
First, she notes that there is ample psycholinguistic evidence
that people are in general very bad at coping with center-
embedded structures. This goes against the assumption that the
sentence processor be equipped with an pD store facility.
Second, Fodor claims that the l.lDC holds for gap first depen-
dencies too, i e for the structures c G F F and F G G F, and
that it's not clear how one could put a gap on store. To the
last remark, one could maybe reply by assuming that gaps are
recognized as gaps of a certain category, and that the infor-
mation entered in the store is something like'missing a Np'
(cf the use of derived -'slashed' categories in ceneralized

Pt¡rase Structure Grammar, Gazdar 1981, t9B2)2. Th" facts about
gap-first dependencies are a 1ot Less clear, unfortunately.
As an illustration of the claim that a G G F F pattern always
receives a nested interpretation, Fodor gives an example wlth
two extraposed realtive clauses, as in (25).

(251

(261

N_o one (_), euts thinEs (_) a in the sink
Ithat would block it]i Efto iants to go on being a
friend of mine] r. (Foáor 1978: (60) )

*No one (-) .i puts things (_) . in the sink
þi,o *.r,t" io 9o o., u.ing u r/iend of mine] *

[hat woutd block i.t] ,.

Fodor takes contrast between (25) and 126l Lo be due to the
NDC. Ilowever, it is not clear that relative clause extra_
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postion fits our definition of filler gap dependencies, since
relative clauses are not obligatory constituents in the sence
that certain NPs and PPs are obligatory in some contexts. (25)
without the relative clauses would be a well_-formed sentence.
Thus, one could argue that this is not a case of (syntactic)
gap fi1ling, but rather an instance of semantic interpretation.
On the other hand, people most 1ike1y woul-d detect number mis-
matches between the head Nps and the extraposed clauses, so by
the'same reasoning we applied earlier to filler-gap association,
that should be the same type of process, related in the same
fashion to the syntactic processor. There is another rightward
dependency that does involve a gap in our sense, namely Heavy
NP Shift. Although it is unfikely that you would ever find a
sentence with two shifted heavy Nps, j_t may interact with left-
ward dependencies to give rise to the pattern F G G F as in
(21), also taken from Fodor.

(271 * This form. foreign students
a

state on l-thrt th",,
visited tit" usl ..-)

are required to
have never previously

In order to test whether the hIDC applies to gap first depen-
dencies in Swedish, I constructed a number of examples, modelled
on (25) - (271. By varying semantic/pragmatic factors as we.lf
as morphological agreement, f attempted to make the intersecting
tcdulr¡g Lrrc ILLUÞ L prdÞrutc. UIIIUI tuItdLel-y, l:ne resu_LÈs are

totally inconc.l-usíve. h'hen sentences involve iterated appli-
cations of optional processes, like extraposition, then it is
extremely hard to get judgments on relatj-ve acceptability.
These sentences easily become avrkward and complicated. Since
there is always the option of not extraposing, speaker prefer
taking this option. The processes that give rise to fil-fer
first depenCencies, on the other hand, are obligatory (clearly
so for question formation and relativization, less cJ_early so
for topicalízation). There is no alternative way of expressing
the message if one wants to stay within the limits of a single
sentence. Chrístensen (1982') offers the following sentence as
an example of permissible intersecting assignments in a F G G F

structure ín Norwegian.
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be seen from the fact that in the present experirnent people did
not hesitate to assign an interpreting interpretation to the
structure F r' _ _ in the SI condition. From the present ex-
perlment it is not possible to tell whether speakers would

have preferred a F F Pro _ struciure in these cases, since the
subjects did not have any options. I am planning to investigate
this further in some follorup experiments. I want to look riore
closely at
(a) how widespread the use of the disamblguating pattern in

(29) is.

(b) whether it can be shown that the presence of a resumptive
pronoun facilitates cornprehension and production of these
sentences.

wall & Kaufmann (1980, reported in Zaenen & Maling, 1982)

found that resumptive pronouns may facilitate comprehension in
difficult contexts. English speakers were presented with sen-
tences with unbounded Cependencies either with or w"ithout re-
sumptive pronouns at 808, 609, and 40? cornpression. Subjects
were asked to write down what they recalled immediately after
hearing the sentence. Recall was sj-gni-ficantly better for sen-

tences with resumptive pronouns than for comparable sentences

with gaps, especially at 408 compression.

To test whether resumptive pronouns also facilitate in the
complex task för MFG sentences, I am planning to do an experi-
ment where I{FG sentences like in (30) are presented rather
rapidly. e¡ith or $tithout a resumptive pronoun.

(30) Mina förä1drar är clet få personer jag vill presentera
(dom) för.

My parents there are few people I want to introduce
(them) to.

rÍunediately after the presentation of the sentence, subjects
will be asked to ansr¡ter guestions like Jag vill presentera
vem för vem? (I I¡tant to introduce whom to whom?) The purpose

of the experiment will be to find out primarity if the pre-
sence of the resumptive pronoun leads to an increase in com-

prehension and secondly if it influences people towarcls the
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intersecting reading. I would appreciate
experiments in this area.

suggestj-ons for other

Future exÞeriments

It has become clear that wè need'to do further experimènts in
order to determj-ne which of our three initiaf hypotheses about
the role of syntactic processíng is supported from data having
to do with how people piocess sentences with muÌtip1e fifler-
gap dependencles, and if any of them can be ruled out entirel-y.
I{e have seen that r¡/e can not drav7 any direct conclusions about
the amount of syntactic processing involved on the basis of the
reports of availabl-e readings that were the result in the pres-
enE. experl_menL sl.nce tnese retlect a post-processing stage.
Qther researchers (e g Flores d'Arcais, Foster, Frazj-er) have
found that syntactic processing is automatic. Ho\,/ever, it
appears that the syntactic analysis does not always l-ead to a
reading for the sentence that the 1istener is aware of. Rather,
it seems that semantic and pragmatic processing, which pre-
sumabJ-y are sensitive to \^rhat are plausible readings, determine
which analyses are processed. completely untiJ- we become fully
aware of a reading. Once we have found a reliable and workable
technique for tapping on-l-ine sentence processing, we rnight
expect to find out some interesting things about the inter-
action of real world knowledge with the lj_nguistic analysis
peopl-e perform when they try to interpret an utterance.
I¡ihen it comes to the preference for nested assj-gnments, which
shows up rather crearly in this experi-ment, we need to establ-ish
whether computing a nested assignment is in some sense. easier
to the parser than an intersecting one. I¡¡e could try to
establ-ish baselines for comprehension of sentences whi-ch are
clearly biassed towards a nested or an intersecting reading,
and see if people are quicker at comprehending nested sentences
than intersecting ones, even in strongly biassed conditions.
Tf it would turn out to be the case that people take longer
to understand. a sentence invofving intersecting dependencies,
this would at reast be slrggestive evídence that the preference
for nested assignments reflects some integrated property of the
parser.
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NOTES

This is a slightly revised version of a paper that I \4rrote at
Max-Planck-Instítut für Psycholinguistik in October 1981. I
have benefitted from comments on the earlier version from
Charles CIifton, Eva Ejerhed, Lyn Frazier, I¡Iillem Levelt,
}{ark Seídenberg, and Mark Steednan. This paper is mainly a re-
port on work in progress. I r¡rel-come com$ents, criticisms, and
suggestions for further experiments. I am grateful to Eva

Ejerhed and Sören Sjöström for helping prepare and carry out
the experiment, to östen Dahl and. Susanne Schlyter and their
students for participating as subjects, and to Bob Jarvell-a
for help with the statistical analysis and for clarifying
discussions.

1. One sentence, number 15 in the appendix, which according to
the pretest belonged to the I\rI condition, v¡as interpreted much

more like the SI sentences (29 T readings, l IN, 0 NI, and
3 N). ff this sentences was excluded from the WI condi-tion,
then the percentage multiple readings in WI rose to 28.7%.

2. Mark Steedman (personal communication) reports that Stephen
Isard at the Laboratory for Experimental Psychology at Sussex
University has showed how one can handle qap first dependencies
with a Push Dor''n Automaton.
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APPENDIX

Test sentences ANd II

Strong inter secting (SI)

1 Strömming är den här kniven svår att rensa med.

'Herrj-ng, this knife is hard to clean with

liven småbarn är det otroligt mycket man kan 1ära.
'Even smal-I schildren, Èhere is a lot you can teachr

Skatter och 1öner är arbetskamraterna dom sista man bördiskutera med.
Taxes and salaries, your colleagues are the last peopleyou should discuss with.

Clark Olofsson undrar jag vilka bankrån man hört skryta om.
'C1ark Olofsson, I v/onder which bank robberies one hasheard boast about' (renowned. bank robber in Sweden)

Byråkrater finns det mycket man inte bör fråga om.
rBureaucrats, there is a lot one shoul-dn¡t ask about'

Strong nested (sN)

6 Den där runda formen är sockerkakan 1ättast att baka i.
tThat round pan, the pound cake is easiest to bake in,

4

5

't Ayklgt om Brantj_ngs homosexualitet undrar jag vem mantrodde var upphovsman tilI.
rThe rumour about Branting's homosexuality, I wonder whothey thought was the source of'

Teckenspråk finns det till och med några apor som man lärtatt använda

'Sign language, there are even some apes that one hastaught to use¡

Den här förklädnaden har jag ännu inte hittat någon jaglyckats lura med
rThis costume, I still haven't found anyone I have beenable to fool with'

I

9
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10 Läxorna är pappa den siste jag skulle be om hjälp ned.
'The homework, daddy is the last person I would ask to
help me with'

Itleak intersectinq (err)

Lisa vore Kalle lålmplig att gifta bort. med.

'Lisa, Charlie would be suitable to give-away-in marriage
to'

I2 Lena känner jag en pensionär som vi kan be hjälpa.

'Lena, I know a retired person that we can ask to helpt

13 Tage Danielsson är Dracula svår att föreståilla sig som
rTage Danielsson, Dracula ís hard to imagine ast

T4 Scouterna minns jag inte vilka turister man uppmanade
att ta rèda på.
rThe scouts, I donrt remember which tourists r¿e asked
to findl

En sådan molnformation är ett vulkanutbrott det första
jag skulle tolka som tecken på,
rSuch a cloud formation, a volcanic eruption is the first
thing I would interpret asr

$Ieak nested (ÍlN)

16 Fulla gubbar vet jag många som vi varnat för
rDrunkards, I know several people that we have warned
against t

Mormor bestämde vi raskt vilket barnbarn vi kunde skicka
att hälsa på över sonmaren

'Grandmother, we rapidly decided which grandchild we could
send to visit over the summerr

Inbrottstjuvar är en hund lämplig att ha som skydd mot.

'Burglars, a dog is suitable to have as protection againstl

Småbarnen är faster Hulda den sista man kan be ta hand
om.

'The 1itt1e kids, aunt Hulda is the last person one can
ask to take care of'
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20 Vakterna på Tivoli går l3'åringar lätt att smussla in för.
rThe guards at Tivoli, 13 year olds to smuggle in in
front of I

No bias (NB)

Itina föräldrar åir clet få personer jag vil1 presentera för.
rMy parents, there are few people I r,rant to introduce to'

Västvaluta går guld lätt att växla till sj-g för
tlìlest currency, gold is easy to exchange for'

Johan minns jag inte vem ganlingarna brukade jämföra med.
rilohan, I don't remember $¡ho the old people used to
compare withl

24

2I

22

23

25

Silvia ligger kungen närmast til-1 hands att intervjua om.

'SiJ-via, the king is the closest person at hand to
interview about' (the Swedish queen)

Erik är Olle den siste jag skulle be ringa upp.
¡Erik, OlIe is the last person I would ask to call up'
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SPOKE}'I AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE - RELATTONSHIPS BETT.]EE}! TI.JO

LI};GUISTIC MEANS OF EXPRESSIOIJ

Kerstin ìIaucIér

Paper presented at the Ninth Congress on Reading, 26 - 30

July 1982, Dublin, Eire

For some time, my research has concerned the relation between
spoken and written language on the phonological leve1. More
specifically, I am interested in how \dritten lanquage is handled
by both skilled and unskilled users and how their performance
is related to 1in-quistic competence. This interest was evoked
by the cory)lexity of the system that connects spoken and written
Swedish, a system which has been analysed and described by
allén ( 1969] , Te]-eman (1972l and HellberS (197 4l .

liriting is secondary to speech in many respects. ft J.s a late
invention in man's history, and even today there are human

languages without a writing system. Children generally master
\^rritten language several years after spoken language, and whil_e
speech is acquired without anlz formal teaching, reading and
writing are skills that have to be taught. These and similar
facts have led many researches to the conclusion that written
language only reflects speech - in other words, written l-anguage
is nothing but speech Ì¡¡ritten down. This vierr can be formalized
as in model 1.

MEAI\:I}TG
I
ISPEECH-WRITING

Model 1

Model- 'l implies that the meaning of written language can only
be conveyed via phonetic coding (you see the word, you read it
out and get access to its lexical- meaning, or, having its
meaníng already, you articul-ate the word before writing it
down).
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Other scholars, howêver, maintain a different opinion. They deny

that phonetic transcoding is necessary and advocate direct
lexical access from visual input, as shown in model" 2. One

argument for this stand is that the high speed of a skilled
reader hardly permits any phonetic "detour". In their opinion,
the skilled reader handles an alphabetic text in much the same

way as a reader of an ideographic writing system, e.g- Japanese

kanji. They see speech and writing as two independent means of
expression.

-y}oi.F,"CH VIRTTSPE ING

I{odel 2

In the Iiterature on acqui-red linguistic dysfunctions, the
hierarchical víew of speech and writing dominates (It'Iode1 1) .

It is generally assumed that the ileficient writing of an

aphasic patient reflects his deficient speech (cf Huber et a1

19'751 . An aphasic patient who writes better than he speaks is
reqarded as suffering from apraxia. There are, however, cases

reported by e.g. Hier & Mohr (1977) anil Ulatowska et al ('1979)

that contradict a hierarchical view.

In this presentation I will examine data from three i-nvestiga-
tions to find if there is support for either the t\4ro models,
or if a third solution provides a better description of a

skilled person's vrriting performance.

The first data to l-ook at is an investigation Lry llauclér (l981)
of spoken and written errors made by some adul-ts with acquired
aphasia. The purpose was to investigate the occurrence of
selective impairrnents in aphasic patients, a phenomenon de-
scribed by scholars such as weigl ('l 974 , 19'751 , l4arshal-l &

Newcombe (1973), Shaflice & Warrington (1975) and others.
The selective impaJ-rment implies that the acquired linguistic
disturbance of a patient does not necessarily hit his speech
and writing abilities to t.he same degree. In the paper reported
here, subjects repeated, copied, read aloud and wrote to
dictation a set of ten \nrords or phrases, i.e. the same ten
words or phrases were given both auditorily, to be repeated
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and vrritten down, and visually, to be copied and read aloud.
(Some suL'jects also named pictures, both orally and orthogra-
phically, corresponding to the same ten words or phrasès given
auditorily and visually. ) The different tasks are shown in
fiq 1.

TASK Repetition Dictation Copying Reading Naminqf

I}TPUT Visual (picture)

OUTPUT Oral Graphic Oraf Graphic

Fig 1 Oral and graphic tasks performed by some aphasic subjects

A subject's scores from the different task were only used in-
traíndividually, i.e. not compared with those of other subjects.
Some of the subjects e¡ere better at oral tasks, i.e. repetition
and reading aloud, and some at rrrritten tasks, i.e. copying and

writing to dictation, and sorne subjects \"¡ere better when input
was visual and others when input was auditory.. But, none of the
subjects repeated errors in both spoken and r^rritten responses-

If vTritten language were nothing but speech written d.own, ac-
cording to Model '1, the oral errors made by an aphasic subject
should have been found in his v¡ritten anshrers as well, and no

writing errors shoulcl have occurred if the oral answers were

correct. Since this h/as not the case in these results, Model

1 is not supported-

The second investigation (part of Ìrlauclér, 1980), deals with
spelling errors made by students from three different grades,

the youngest being 10 years o1d, and the oldest around 1'1. It
is concluded that the various types of errors made by both
skilled and unskilled subjects are mainly phonetic. The phonetic
analysis carríed out by the subjects is usually correct, but
the orthographic result is not. This is a faj-rly trivial- con-
clusion, since it is only to be expected from an alphabetic
h¡riting systen based not on phonetic but on phonological prin-
ciples. But, interestingly enough, only the younger subjects
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misspell because they cannot telI vthat pbonetic facts are phono-

logicalLy relevant. Por example, when vowel quantity in Sv¿edl-sh

is distinctive, i.e. hthen short and long vowels are different
phonemes, the short vowel is marked orthographj-cally by doubling
the following consonant as in

kalla [.'kata] vs kal-a ['ka:Ia] vs "barren")

When the vowel- quantity is redundant (non-distinctive), there
is no orthographic marking, as in the following examples

kalas lka'la:s] or kalv lkalv] ("party" vs "calf")

In unstressed syllabl-es (first syllable of kalas) and when more

than one C .follows the short vowel (kalv) , the vowel quantity is
non-distinctive (neutralized). These are the cases that the
younger subjects misspell, and they do it by assigning an

orthographical rmrk (i.e. doubling the following C) to aI1
phonetically short vowefs, regardless of their phonologícal
val-ue (e.9. *kallas, *ka1Iv).

The ol-der subjects on.the other hand misspell because their
Iexical knowledge (i.e. their knowledge about the origin of
morphemes) is insufficient and misleads them. Their errors
mainly turn up when they fail to observe what morpheme is hidden
behind an accidental hornonym (accidental as a result of infLec-
tion) ,

&gå ("aistrict") vs byggd

sats ("sentence") vs satts

(i.e. bvo.q+d from bvqqa ('built, builil")

(i.e. satt+s from gägEA ("was put, put")

Many other orthogrâphic sequences, although not homonyms, are
superficially contradictory if the underlying rnorpheme is not
observed, and may also mislead a v¡riter into misspellings

filt ("bIanket") vs fyltt (í.e. fi¿ll+t from fvlla) ("filled, fi11")

snÉilta vs g¡ällda (i.e. snÉill+da from snÉilla) ("oçloded, explode")

The good speller, thus, is the one who recognizes morphemes and

observes morpheme boundaries and who is not misfed by phonetic
details. 52



From the data presented so far, the first m.odel can be ruled
out for thro reasons:
- even a correct phonetic analysis leads to misspeltings
- good spellers do not write phonologically

The fact that good adult spellers make most of their errors as
a result of insufficient lexical awareness points to model 2

as an appropriate description of normal adult performance,
i.e. adults use a direct route betv¡een lexicon and spelling.
In order to examine this suggestion more closely, we will
continue to the third investigation that can provide useful
data. Nauclér & Söderpalrn (1981) made a comparison between slips
of the tongue, collected by Söderpaln (1979) and slips of the
pen (from Nauclér, 1980). A slip of the tongue was defined by
Boomer and Laver (1968) as "an involuntary deviation in per-
forrnance frorn the speakerrs current phonological, grammatical
or iexical intention". From this fol.lovrs that slips (or lapses)
are performance errors, not competence error (e.9. many speech
errors made by speakers of a foreign language are, or many

spellings errors). A performance error can be detected and

corrected, a competence error cannot.

The comparison between slips of the tongue and slips of the
pen was based on the following parameters:

- error categories ftLg 2l

- position of the error in the word

- distance betr¡/een the error and its Lrigger

a cup of coffee

statistically

speech error

pancakes

substitutions

additions

omissions

metatheses

+ â cüff of coffee

- stastistically

r _peach error

- canBakes

Eíg 2 Classification of slips of the tongue and slj-ps of the pen
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From the comparison it was obvious that slips of the tongue and

slips of thè pen differed in several ways : The distri-bution of
the error categories did not show the same pattern at all ' the
main category of errors in speech being substitutions and in
writing omissions The position of errors in the words differed,
since the errors in speech occurred in initial position and the
errors in writing ín final position And finally, the distance
between the error and its trigger did not coincide either, as

the distance was found to be three or four segments in speech

and only one or two segments in writing.

At first glance these differences between slips of the tongue
and slips of the pen could be seen as a support of model 2,

implying that there is no connection between the \¡tays a skilled
subject speaks and writes. In other words, speech and writing
are completely independent activíties.

Iiowever, the disagreement between spoken and written lapses can

easily be explained with reference to the different properties
of the t\^ro output channels. Since speech is faster than writJ-ng,
it is only to be expected that the distance between an error and

its trigger is Ionger in speech than in writing. As writing is
permanent and speech is not, wríting can more easily be subject
to correctioûs, errors are more 1ikely to be discovered
in inítial position than in final position, and substitutions
are easier to detect than omissions. Thus, the dissimilarities
found between the spoken and written lapses do not entirely
support the second model. In addition, there were similarities
betr¡/een the spoken and written errors that disfavoured model- 2

in certain respects:

in both speech and writing, disproportionately more consonants
tha¡r vowels were invol-ved j-n errors (even when the higher
frequency of consonants in language was taken into account);

ín both speech and writing consonants were never substituted.
for vowels and vowels \,rere never substituted for consonants;

- in both speech and writing, phonologically similar segments
were substi-tuted for the intended ones, i.e. the intended
phoneme or grapheme and the segment actually produced (the
error) differed by one (in a few cases by two) phonological
features only.

This means than not only slips of the tongue but also slips of
the pen can be described by neans of phonologricaf features.
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ff you slip and say for instancê "A cuff of coffee,' instead of
"A cup of coffee" (cf fig 2), the. feature separating the
intended /p/ from Èhe spoken /t/ Ls (in the terminology of
Chomsky & Halle (1968) CONTINUAIIT, al"l other feat.ures relevant
for the two phonemes being identical (AliTERIoR, VOICELESS,

OBSTRUENT). Many of the written substitutions can be described
in exactly the same manner:

folkhopen r

ganska

följande

folkhofen

kanska

förjande

[ -coxr] r

[ +vorce]

[+LAT ] +

¡+cottt J

[ -vorcE]

| -r,et l

P'f
9* k

1, r

As further support for the phonological nature of writing, it
was found that also errors Ì.rrítten by the aphasic subjects
could be described by means of phonological features:

arbete

löv [1ó: v ]

- albete

- lev

rr I

ö- e

[ -r.ar ] '
[+nomlol r

[+LAr ]

[ -RouND]

nf

'l
-l

snaps stams [< NASAL] [ -{NASA],1

P+

So, rather than being exclusively graphic in nature, which one
could expect written lapses to be, they turn out to be depen-
dent on rather abstract phonological features.

Sunmary

The following conclusions are drawn from the data from three
dif f erent investigations :

(1) Íüritten language is not speech written down. This was
indicated by the selectivity of the aphasic errors and confirmed
by the spelling errors rnade by skilled non-aphasic subjects.
These facts disfavour model 1 and lead to rnodel 2.

(2) Written language is not totally independent of spoken
language, as was shown by the similarities betv¡een slips of
the tongue and slips of the pen. Thus, model 2 is ruled out.
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(3) lflritten lang.uage was shown to be related to. speech on 4n
abstract þhonotogtcal leve1 by the'fact that not only speech
erfors but also s1i¡rs of the pen and.aphaslc ldritten errors
oan be described in ter¡ns of phonological features. We end,up
lrith model 3 as a more. aÞPropriate descriptioir'-of the relation-
ship betirTêen spoken and written language.

Model 3
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CHAI{GES TN SWEDISH ADDRESS TERMS DESCRIBED BY POIIER-SOLIDARITY

DIAGPå.Ì'fS

Bengt Slgurd

It is generally assumed that a language reflects the social
stratificatíon and ideology of its speakers and various East
Asiatic languages with honorific terms are often mentioned as

evidence. Illustrations, however, can certainly be found in
most languages. This paper wil-1 discuss the case of Swedish,
which is interesting because radical changes both in the use of
pronouns for second person reference and the use of first name

for thÍrd person reference have occurred during the last dec-
ades. The changes will be discussed in terms of the two dimen-
sions, power and solidarity, suggesLed by Brov¡n & Gilman (1960)

and a new kind of diagram based on these variables wiIÌ be

presented. The diagram used by Brown and Gil-man has been found
to be difficult to interpret.

The spread of du in recent decades in Swedish has been com-

mented on by several authors e g Bratt-Paulston (1975) and

Ahlgren (1978). The well-known change is generally t.aken as a

sign of greater equality in Sweden. The increased use of first
name when referring to third person is noted in Sigurd (f960)
and it ìs generally taken to be associated with the increased
use of Du, although it spread fater. Although the frequent use

of first name may be taken as a sign of greater eguality and

friendliness it has brought about a ne$¡ anonymity. Vlhen we

only hear the first names of people \de meet and when people
are only referred to by first name it is difficult to identify
them later in telephone directories or similar larger contexts

A version of this paper was presented as a l-ecture at the
Department of Languages, University of York, Nov 1982. I am

indebted in particular to Peter and Brita Green who took part
in the discussion afterwards.
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TandV pronouns

The old cermanic system included only the pronoun þu. It was
used by everybody to everybody as far as one can teII from the
sources- The Nordic usage is v/itnessed by the rcelandic sagas.
When the Viking Egil1 Skallagrimsson tal-ks to the English king
Ethelred at York he does not use any other term ofaddress than
he uses to his fellow vikings or other persons he comes
across in the British Isfes. The Nordic þu developed into tu
and du in the Nordic languages. To a British audience the word
may be identified with thou in Shakespeare's plays.
ln addi-tion to du a pronoun Ni deveroped in swedish (for details
see Ahlqren, I97Bl. Etymologically, it is to be deríved from I,
the pronoun of the second plural, to which an n fro¡¡. the pre-
ceding finite verb form has been attached (e g through a
phrase such as sägen I ) sägen ni, "say you". Such cases of
metaanalysis are well_ known from the history of languages (for
a detaifed discussion of different cases and many examples
see El-ert,f969). Ni has, however, never been a perfect partner
of du which is well estabrished. Ni- is one of the alternati-ves
availabl-e to a Swede, when he talks to a stranger, when he
rtants to be polite or show distance. Since the classical ar_
ticle by Brov¿n & Gil-man on the pronouns of solidarity and
power the symbols T (after French tu) and V (after vous) have
been used. The T/V situation in Swedish around f950 can roughfy
be depicted as fol-lows.

Swedish
Du, used to friends and children

English equivalent
youT

V Ni, used to strangers (estranging) you, Sir
and superordinates (politely,

humbly)

Al- ternat ive s and avoidance

As noted by many observers, however, Swedes have a number of
afternative ways of handling the address situation. Bratt_
Paulston (1975) made a point of the existence of these alter-
natives and took it as evidence of the kind of avoidance often
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noted by anthropologists. Bratt-Paulston tested the acceptability
of different alternatives by studying the ways the question
What do you want? (What would you.like to have) can be rendered.
Below the most important renderings are given together with some

brief comments. ,

Second person expressions:

Vad vill Du ha? I{hat do you want? To friends, children
(and animafs)

Vad vifl ni ha? What do you want, Sir? To strangers,
politely (humbly) or distantly.

Third person expressions:

Vad vi1l hon/han ha? What does he/she want? In certain rural
dialects (rare and obsolete)

vad vill frun/damen ha? VÍhat does the r"¡ife/lady vrant? Used

Vad vi1l Ulla ha?

politely to potential customers in the
market place (frun) or shops (damen).

Vühat does Ulla (first name) want? Used

e g with a certain distance bet\"leen
(old) laities or a mother-in-lah¡
address.ing her daughter-in-law or a

mother addressiirq her child.

Vad vill mor ha? Vlhat does the mother (father or
sirnilar) want? Used (politely) e g by
son or daughter.

I.ühat does the colonel (etc) \./ant? Used

politely to superiors or at least
persons with certain titles (roya1,
military, academic, ecclestastical) .

The address of royal-ty is carefully
handled by the court. The king j-s a1-
ways addressed as kungen (the king),
but older terms such as Ers majestät
(Your IUajesty), Ers kunglig höghet
(Your Royal highness) may be heard.

Vad vill översten ha?
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First person plural:

Vad vi1l vi ha? i.,Ihat do we want? Used in particular
by doctors when tal-king to patients
(known from several anecdotes).

The most anecdotaf alternatives are, however, those where the
addressee is not mentioned, but a passive (with deleted ad-
dressee) or an impersonal constructíon is used. The following
are som examples of these constructions.

Vad får det lov att

Vad behagas?

Vad önskas?

Vad kan jag hjäIpa

Hur känns det?

Hur mås det?

vara? What is it al-l,owed to be?

Iihat is required?

What is wished?

ti11 med? Ilhat can I help with? (Where the
speaker but not the addressee is
mentioned. )

How does it feel?

Ho$/ well- is it?

Most Swedes are able to come up with a series of such examples,
some of which are stock examples and often laughed at. Bratt-
Paulston thinks that this laughter is al_so of special interest
and should be interpreted Iike laughter connected with other
cases of avoidance mentioned in the anthropotogícal literature.

P]otting the spread of Du

Vühen we speak of the spread of a term \,¿e use a territoríal
metaphor. ff we $¡ant to define this territory closer we may
take the dimensions solidarity and power proposed by Brown and
Gilman as the two dimensions, e g power as the y-axis and
solidarity as the x-axis. We may furthermore try to scale the
dimensions of this matrix by assigning the value +1 to the
situation of great power dr solidarity and 0 to the neutral
situation, v¿here no power or sol-idarity is present. If we plot
the main address terms discussed above in the box diagram thus
constructed we get the fol-l-owing figure (1).
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ao friends +1 solidarj-ty

Fig 1 Swedish pronouns of address, titles and avoídance
expressions about 1950 plotted in a power-solidarity
diagram.

The square solidarity +1r powêr 0 (S:+1,P:0) denotes tfle
situation when the addressee is a friend and neither superior
nor inferior to the speaker. Du is the obvious choice in this
square. If we would like to compare the situation in Sweden

and France, where tu is used more reslrictively, only to very close
friends, we could plot tu only at the far xight part of the
solidarity axis. It is, however, reasonable not to grade the
dimensions inside the ce1ls and use the space to indicate the
inportance of different alternatives instead. This is the way

the alternatives are represented in the diagrams in this paper.

The cell P:+1,S:0 represents the address to superiors, either
because one has (unwi11in91y) to show inferiority (to be

humbl-e) or because one wants (willingly) to please the other
(to be polite), e g when a prospective customer is being ad-
dressed. If a pronoun is used it is generally Ñi, but titles
are used at least to certain dignitaries and avoidance ex-
pressions also occur as l¡tas discussed earlier.

fn the square where both power and solidarity is 0 we represent
address to strangers. In the time we are discussing (around

1950) Ni was fairly co¡nmon, as ís indicated in the diagram.
One might, in fact, distÍnguish.between the _situation when the



name and perhaps title of the addressee ís knov¡n but he is not
a friend and when he is a complete stranger.

In the square P:+'l,S:+1we may think of the case when the ad-
dressee is a powerful person, but also my friend (as $tith school

mates etc). In a conflicting sítuation Ni (and titles as in the
square P:1+, S:0) would be used in formal situations, e g when

a person addresses a school mate srho is the judge in the court.
But privately they would both use Du. This is indicated by the
sfash in the square -

ifhat happened in the l-970's was a dramatic spread of Du, which
shoul-d show as an invasion of Du into the other squares of t.he

power-solidarity diagram. The situation is depicted in fig 2.
Strangers would now be addressed by Du without much hesitation,
and the amount of avoidance has iecreased. This is sho\"rn by the
exchange of Ni into Du and the small-er portion of avoidance in
the partj-cular square (P:0, S:0).

In the square where the address to superiors who are not also
one's friends is shown Ni is sti1I the main pronoun. But titles
are also less frequent and soare avoidance expressions. Many

Swedes of the 1970's woul-d not hesitate to use Du as address
even to powerful superiors and d.ignitaries and this is indicated
in the diagram by the v¿ord Du in the square. One might, however,
also interpret the increased use of Du as a sign of less respect
for superiors. Many Swedes found Iess reason to accept other
persons as superior, and therefore to use Ni or titles. This
is part of the equalitarian society produced by the long
social-democratic rule.

Povrer

+1

V

I
D

A

T
ï

DU

DU

r{r

DU

DU

0 +1 Solidarity

Fj-g 2 Swedish terms of address about 1975 plotted in a
power-solidariLy diagram.
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In the square corresponding to the situation where the ad-
dressee is both a superior and a friend Swedes wou.ld use Du

even in faÍrly formal situations around. 1975. This is indj-cated
by having Du only in the correspondíng square of fig 2.

Evidence for the changes discussed can be found by tatking to
Shredes,i¡ ne\,/spapers, where these matters are often discussed etc.
There is, however, al-so more exact evidence from an investiga-
tion into Swedish advertlsements coverj-ng 1950-1975, see fig 3

(after Nowak & Andrén, L982, . The figure shows the gradual
decline of Ni and the lncrease of Du in advertisernents. The

year 1968, the year of the youth revolt, seems to be important
heretoo. A dramatic ri-se of the curve of Du can be seen. I\'e

also note a certain levellilg of Ni since 1973, which may also
get support from the intuitions of many Swedes today (in the
I9B0's). Shop assistants \4rere eager to be equal and used Du in
the I970's, but now in the beginning of the 1980's with re-
newed commercial interest and great unemployment it seems that
selling. and pleasing the customers is considered more ímportant
than manifesting one's ideoJ-ogy. But detailed empiríca1 in-
vestigations are needed if one wants to explain the changes
more deeply.

Fig 3 can afso be taken as evidence of a decreased avoldance,
ff the figures for the use of Du and Ni are added they repre-
sent the proportlon where a choice is made and the problem is
not avoided. ff these figures are calculated we find that there
was a tend.ency to avoid the choice between the two pronouns
which increased untif about 1968. After that important year
not only did Du become common, but the tendency to take
stand increased as wel1.

It is also to be noted that certain state agencies or depart-
ments decj-ded that Du should be the official pronoun ofaddress.
Thus the new head of the social depaÍtment declared that Du

was to be used in his departnìent 1968. Other state or private
organizations followed more or less officially.
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NI

Du

Fig 3 Percentage of the advertisements v¡here the reader is
addressed as Du and Ni (after Nowak & Andrén, 1982)
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Reference to thixd Person

Reference to a third person may also be plotted in a pov¡er-

solidarity diagram. The situation around 1950 is presented in
fi,:g 4, a and b below. Diagram b is a formalized úersion using
T:titler L:last name, F:fl-rst name, N¡nickname.

a)

ca 1950

(Hr) Berq

Dr Berg

Bo

Bo

Bosse

b)

(T) L

TL

F

TL

F

N

Fig 4 'Reference to third person around 1950 demonstrated by
ways of referring to a person named Bo Berg who is a
doctor and is nicknamed Bosse by his closest friends.
ln diagram b T:title. L:1ast name, F:first name'
N: nickname.

Figure 4 shows that a person who is a su¡:erior, or to whom one

\,¡ants to be polite, may be referred to by his name and title.
Typically the persons referred to in this v¡ay are dignitaries
within the arrôy, church, university, medicine, civil service.
we note that the top of the hierarchy, the king, is referred
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to by title and first name (TF). In the square where solidarity
is +1 and there is no difference in power the natural, way of
referring is by first name. Among close friends a nickname
may be used. In Swedish one conmon type of nickname is con-
structed by doubling the final consonant of the stern syllable
(ifthere ís no consonant use s) and adding for the male e
(Sven: Svenne, Bo: Bosse) for the female a(n) (Elisabet:
Bettan). In the square where the person is both a superior and
a friend the choice of the title and the last name i,s the rufe
in a formaf situation, in private the first narne around f950.

If the person is not a superior and not a friend and if the
name is known one used the last name alone, optionally with
the title hr (lar). If the last= name is used by it,self it might-
have a touch of superiority i e the person addressed is treated
as an inferior, a case which is.not covered by the present
diagram. Extensions of the diagram are discussed below.

The situation around 1975 is shown in fig 5 (a,b). The most
striking fact is that the use of the first name has spread to
the situation when a person who is both a superior and a friend
is being referred to officially. The spread of Du has been
accompanied by a reference to a third person by his first name

e g Olof, Bo. Nicknames such as Olle, Bosse are, however,
hardley used in this situation. They are still reserved. for
privacy. The spread of the first name seems to have occurred
some five years after the spread of Du (Sigurd, 1980).
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a)

Bo Berg

Dr Berg
8o Berqi

Bo

Bo

Bosse

ca 1975

b)

FL

TL
FL

f

F

N

Fig 5 Reference to thírd person around 1975 demonstrated
using the same symbols and exanple as in fig 4.

'..:--..,.
. .i,.,,.

the increased use of first nanres also shows up in such off.icial
papers as testj.monials, where the referee might have intro-
duced thê person to be comment.ed on and evaluated by his full
name but later refers to by his first name only, j.f he is a

friend of the $rriter of the certificate. This iè clearly a
break with iegal custo¡ns of.. the the 1950s.

The encreased use of first names can also be observed in board
and committee meetings etc, where the chairnran and members novt
quickly learn and use each other's first name. Such meetings
are felt to be 1es's formal novradays. Around 1950 words such as
the chairman, the speaker v¡ere the ru1e.
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Expanding and interpreting the power-solidarity diqgrams

Clearly, the dimensions power and solidarity allow a 9-square
diagram (matrix) i.f they are both scaled in three steps
(+1,0,-1) , not only i-n t\^Io as demonstrated so far. Such a
diagram is shown below (fig 6). So far we have onJ-y studied the
top right four squares of the di-agram and plotted Swedish terms
in then.

Power

0

+1

+2

-1

0

+1

-2

-1

0

Fig 6 Power-solidarity diagram with 9 cells, established by
assuming three val-ues on each dimension. The figures
in the cells are theoretical formality values calculated
by subtracting the solidarity values from the power
values.

The additional cel-fs represent different combinations of values
of power and solidarity, which may be identified and inter-
preted with more or less difficulty and more or lessutility for
linguístic description. The cell P:+'1¡ S:-1 may be the situ-.
ation when a po\^¡erful enemy is addressed. We may thlnk of the
address of mighty, uniriendly gods, devils. As is wel-l-known
from the anthropologicaf literature such goCs are often not
mentioned by name (taboo, avoidance). The cell P:0, S:-1 may

be interpreted as the situation where an enemy without power
is to be addressed. The cell P:-1, S:-1 is the cell where an

inferior enemy.is being addressed, to be used for plotting the
special expressì-ons used for this sÍtuation. The cell- P:-1, S:0
may be used for plotting the situation when an inferior person
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r¡,rho is neither an enemy nor a friend is at hand. The ce1I
P:-1, P:+1 seems more interesting as it may be interpreted to
cover the situation qrhen an inferior friend is add¡:essed, e g

when a little chilcl (baby) or a dear animal is to be addressed.
Special nicknames, baby talk expressions, dj-¡ninutives may be
plotted in this cel1.

The usefulness of the diagram, of course, rests on its potential-
ities for plotting linguístic distinctions. Typological studies
are needed in order to determine which cells of the diagram are
of primary interest. We must also note that the dimensions
power and solidarity need concrete interpretation. The attri-
butes of power and the meaning of fríendshÍp differ between
cultures. Of course defining power and solidarity by verbal
criteria would be circular. But, to be sure, verbal markers are
important.

On the' whole solidarity and powcr sccm to draw in opposite
directions. If we want to establish one dimension, e g called
theoretical formality vre night measure it using the following
sirnple formula (1) where the value of S is deducted from P.
(1) F= P - S, where F is formality, P ís power and S is sol-i-
darity, both measured on the scale -1,0+1. F varies between

-2 and +2. These values are inserted.in the diagram fig 6.
As seen frorn the diagram, tvro squares get the value +1 ¡

two get the value -1 and three get the value 0. These values
may be found to be useful in defining the use of terms of
address and reference. It'seems to be the case that title and

first name, avoidance and taboo are used in particular when the
formality value is +2. The most intimate and familiar terms,
diminutives, baby ta1k, special nicknames etc are restricted to
situations when the value of formality is -2. In riany langn:ages, ín
the cel1s $/ith the value +'l a V pronoun and TL rnay be used,
in the cells r"¡ith the value -1 a T pronoun and first names..
The cells where the formalÍty value is0 areof particular interest
as the confiict betv/een T and V may be solved differently in
different languages.
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Hostile and quest fanq es

The distinction between ergative and. non-ergative (nominative)
languages is based on the identification of subjects of in-
transitive verbs with the agent or patient (object.) of transi-
tive verbs. If the subject is identified with the object of
transitive verbs (by using the same morphological marker) the
language is called ergative. If the subject of intransitive
verbs is identifieC with the agent of transitive verbs (as in
English) the language is termed non-ergative (nominative). A

simi]ar approach can be taken in other areas of languages. lr'e

will here distinguish between hostil-e and guest languages
on the basis of the identification of the terms of address and
third person reference in certain choice situations. The two
terms hostile and guest are to be associated with the se-
mantic not the phonetic development of the conmon indoeuropean
word und.erlying both the word host ile) and guest.

As was observed by Brovùn & Gilman many languages have a binary
choice between terms which may be symbolized T and V. T is
roughly speaking the informal address V the forr¡af address.

If we take the address to strangers as a test situation we

may distinguish between languages and cultures which identify
strangers with friends and those which identify strangers \"¿ith
enemies. The first type may be cal-Ied guest languages and the
second type hostile languages. In a guest language the same

term of address is used about friends and strangers, in a

hostife lang'uage the same term is used for enemies and stran-
gers. Swedish, then, has clearly changed fron a hostife to a
guestile language. German and French are hostile languages.
For English the distinction is irrelevant as you j-s used in
both cases; we may, however, take a second. criterion into
account.

There is clearly a choice of terms in the reference to a third
person who is both a superior and a friend. A language where
speakers take their own point of view a friend is referred to
in the same v/ay whether he is without power or if he is in sone



way superior. We may take this as an additional criterion of
guest languages. A languagerwhere the personwtto is-a superior
and a friend is referred to by the term used about superiors,
may be called hostile. Clearly English is a guestile language

from this point of view, as the use of first names even in
formal situations referring to superiors ís wide spread.
Swedish has changed into a guest language even from this
point of view as was observed earli-er.

We may thus g.ive the following definition of guest
hostile languages.

Definition: A language (society) is guest if it identifies
strangers and friends by its use of terms of address (T pronoun)

and/or if it refers to friends who are superior in formal situ-
ations ín the same way as friends in private (by first name).

A language which is not guest is called hostile.

The effect of the ielations between the speaker, the addressee

and the third person

The relations between the three persons involved in the speech

act (the speaker, the addressee, the third person) may have an

influence on the choice of 3rd person expressions (cf Erwin-
Trip, 197J-). Graphically the situatioh may be represented by a
triangle as below. (S:speaker, A:addressee, 3:third person).

Fa (S,A)
A

Fa(S,3) Fa(A,3)

In this triangle formal expressions (matrix expressj-ons) have

been written beside the lines connecting different parties.
The expression Fa(SrA) represents the formality value ¡¡hen

the speaker is addressing the addressee. The formality valuenay
e g be computed as indicated below from the values of solidarity
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if the addressee was

and power. F.(4,3) ís the formality value which would be used
Lo address the third person, and F.(S,3)

rep.resents the formal-ity value used if the speaker was to
address the third person.

The speaker has a choice when referring to a thj-rd person. He

may base his choice of verbal expression on his own relations¡
to the third person or on the addresseers rel-ations to the
third person. If the speaker's relat.ions to the third person
are less formaf (more familiar) than the addressee's relations,
the addressee might feel like an outsider (alien) or unduly
intimate and according to several sources êf etiquette this
way of referrÍng is not good manners. A lady may e g not call
a friend by her first name, when speakíng about her to a ser-
vant. Sometimes using first names seems to be a way of showing
off and indicating important acquaintanceships

If, on the other hand, the speaker uses an expression which is
Iess formal than he himself hrould use if addressing the third
person but in accordance r¡ith the refatíons between the ad-
d.ressee andlthe third person, the addressee might think of him
as being conceitêd, taking the role of the addressee. This
happens sometimes, by accident, in conversation when the
speaker forgets to change from the perspective of the addressee
to his own. It j-'s quj-te common vrhen speaking to children and
referring to their daddy as daddy (pappa in Swedish) .

There are conventionaJ- ways of avoiding uneasiness in talking
about the third person. One generaf rule "the potiteness rule
of third person reference'r is the following. "Follow the
formality level of the addressee towards the thj-rd person only
when it is higher than your own".

This nay be og>ressed more formally using the expressÍons presentecl
above and a BASIC if .. then expression.

If Fa(4,3) > Fa(S,3) then F3(S,3) = Fr(4,3) ELSE F3(S,3)

Fa(S,3)

where F, is the formality level to be used in selecting the
proper third person expression.
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The rule prohibits the speaker from using a formâlity level
which is below the one the addressee would use and also a

formality level- which is lower than his own relations to the
third person suggest. This rule is discussed in Sigurd (1980)

at some length.

The spread of first name usage may be seen as breaki.ng this
rule and certainly many people react as if they considered the
new official use of firstnaÍìes about persons they donrt know as
improper. these people are the ones who do not use Du to
everybody.

Vocative terms

fn Latin a person, who is called upon, is marked morphologically.
But onl-y in the third declension is the case ending (vocative)
unique. The stock example is Brute! (Nominative:Brutgs). fn
the <¡ther decJ-e¡rsic¡¡rs the ending coincides with the nominative.
One may \"/e11 ask whether the category vocative can be distin-
guished in languages such as Swedish and English, where there
is no overt morphologi-cal marker. lrle think the answer is yes.
Forms in the vocative are to be distinguished functionally
from third person reference and address.

ft seems reasonable to take the vocative as a special kind of
speech act on a level with statements, guestions and di-rectives,
although its functíon is very restricted and its manifestions
very special. It is generally manifested in both verbal and
non-verbal signafs. Vocative forms occur rather freely. They
may occur al-one or with other utterences, typically after or
before. Some examples are: Bo!,Hovmästarn! (llaiter!), Herr
ordförande! (Iulr chairman! ) , Hallå där! (Hall-o there, I say! ) ,
Du (där) ! (you (there) ! )

The vocative often occurs before or after a question or an
imperative, 8i11, kom här! (Bil-1, come here!), Stängde Du

dörren, Bo? (Did you shut the door, Bo?) A better way to use
punctuation wouLd perhaps be to wrj-te both question and ex-
clamation marks: Stänqde Du dörren? Bo ! As pointed out to me

by Elisabeth Engdahl a Swedish NP in the vocative, e g Kåira q¿ster is spe-
cial by sho\i\¡ing definiteness only in the adjective. The ìrrperative o<anple
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Försvara Diq , Bô! (Defend yourself, Bo!) where the form of
the reflexive pronounis $!g not sig shows that it is not
governed by the vocative third person form Bo. We suggest that
the vocative is not the subject, although it might look l-ike
it, in the case where the vocative forrn is Du (you) , e g

Försvara dig , Du (Bo). ft is more reasonable to consider both
Du and Bo as vocatives (doubfe vocative). lfÍth this analysis
it is true that differences in formality do not show in
Englísh address where you is the only alternative, But. they
show in the vocative where Sir is inserted as a marker of
formality e q in Did you ring . Si-.? rn both English and Swedísh
a personal pronoun in the vocative may be supplemented with a

noun as j-n Du, Berg (you, Berg) , Du, dåre (you, fool) Ni pa-
giliÊlgl (you pacifists) which may be analyzed as an appo-
sition. Swedish is peculiar in also allowing a possessive
pronoun in this situation e g Din dåre, Era pacifister, but
generaÌIy only with evaluative nouns (cf Kjellmer, 1976). The

construction is to be found in English only j-n petrified
phrases, such as Your (Royaf) Highness, Your :!tajesty, Your
Grace.

Vocatives are quite common with greetings and leavetaking ex-
pressions, e g Hej, Bo! (Hi, Bo!), Vi ses, Bo! (Be seeing you,
Bo!), Adjö, direktörn! (Good -Bye, IUr director! Sir!) The
addition of t]:e use of the vocative seems to have increased with
the íncreased use of first names in the 1970s.

Below we list some questions where the vocative expression
occurs after the questions. The examples chosen to
illustrate that the expressions used in the vocatÍve slot are
very much the same as those used as address and third person
reference.

Adress Vocati-ve

Vad vill Du ha? Bo, , Du (därl. , *Elrs Mâ

Vad vill Ni ha? Dr Betq. Fru Larsson, Ni (där), Ers tit, *Bosse!
Vad vill Ers najest¿it ha? ?Ers Ma-jest¿it , *Ni!

Vad vill frun ha?

Vad vill doktorn ha?

?fqun, *professorskan, *Ni, *Du!

?doktorn!
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fn all the examples the address and vocative terms are core-
ferential. It is clear that some of the terms of address and

third person reference may also occur as vocatives, but there
are certain cooccurence restrictions, which are probably best
handled as textual rather than (sentence) syntax. The use

of the same word both as address and vocative seems grammatical,
although not acceptable. Pronouns can only be used as vocatives
if they are also used for address. A well-known slang example,
exceptional because of its repeated occurences of vocative du, is
Hör du, du du! (Do you hear, you, you?)

lfe wiII not lnvestigate these problems further here, but we will
note that expressions of vocative follow l-he same degrees of
formality as terms of address and third person reference.

Summary and conclusions

The terms of address, third person reference and the vocative
be derived wiLlì reasonable success from the dimensions of
power and solidarity, and the overall pattern can be displayed
bv power-solidarity diagrams. The dimensions and their combi-
nations have to be made concrete and interpreted for different
languages and cultures.

A scale of formality with five steps (+2,+1,O,-1,-2) can be

derived from the dimensions of power and solidarity and the
steps seem to correspond to important Iinguistic distinctions.
The step +2, the highest formality is found only with
very important persons (gods, devils, royalty) and generally
manifested in very special ways including taboo and avoidance,
The level +1 is found in normal polite and respectful behaviour.
The leve1 -1 corresponds to friendship, and -2 to behaviour
with small dear friends, such as chifdren and pets. V is the
general pronoun of plus vafues, T the pronoun of minus values.
If the formality value is 0, hostile languages would substitute
+1 and use V, whil-e guest languages would substitute -1 and

use T. The handling of strangers is crucial for the distinction
betr^reen hostile and guest languages,

The terms of address, reference and the vocative are not just
passive reflexes of the attitudes of society. They may be used
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actively to promote certain values such as solidarity anC

equality, respect and individuality (inequality). The effêct
of intentional reforms in the address or reference system may,

however, fade away when the contrasting situation is forgotten.
The use of Du will only be fel-t as a token of equality and

friendshi-p as long as it contrasts with previous usage and is not
avaiÌabfe for everybody.

Levelling in the terms of address in a language, e 9 in English
you, should not be taken as evidence of equality and lack of
formality. Differences may instead be reflected in the vocative
(as in the English use of sir) and third person reference. The

two underlying factors po\,¡er and solidarity seem to be funda-
mental- to society and language must be expected to offer means

of showing the existence or non-existence of power and soli-
darity, but these means may differ.
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